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Congestion to end soon

l
e
4Atf

Train derailment
cleanup may take
days to complete

1114148.

MURRAY, KY

1h,.
Vv'ICKLIFEE, Ky (AP)
Ohio River bridge will take at .
Cleanup continued Sunday dc Division of Disaster arid Erner ,.,.,,•
'a •
Seven railroad tanker
day, rupturing two cars tria
waterway, said. DES spokesman %lark 's•1;.1:,:
(i.,ard to L.ose the river
The spill prompted the 1..5
Ehno].s side of the waterway
I
shortly before now', ('Si-. he sa
to pass
reopened a few hours lat,•r..aH ,w.ng truh
\Aor[J( I
The bridge is in an unp,.,patc,1
northwest ol
McDaniel said. The span .s
use o! the accider.t was
No injuries were reportei; arA:
:nvestigation.
tanker ;.ars. Sunday afternoon.
DES personnel were sH1
because of the danger from the
hut the cleanup was proceedir.g
ears that remaincd overhead on the bridge, officials said.
Three of the other cars from the Illinois Central Gulf train con,,:
eJi alcohol, a highiy. cornhus•ihle material. McDaniel said. Ar:
a:4.er was transponing huty ien gIycoi. an antifree/e-type
"those four tankers apparently di not rupture, he said. and the other ,,,••
was empty, McDaniel said.
He said the tanker hauling antirecte overturned on the hriL1,e
the other six cars plunged about 60 feet onto the shore
Officials did not know how much antifreete and petroleum i.
spilled into the river, he said. They. also ;hi not irn•-••.,-„*.•c.)
mach each of the tankers co!ild transport!. McDa

MONDAY
NEWSIN BRIEF
\\Toms)
TOKYO - Technicians at a
nuclear plant that shut down in
Japan's worst nuclear accident
initially disregarded warning
signs because they suspected a
gauge measuring radioactivity
was broken, officials said today_

STATE
ORENSHORO, Ky. - A
group of Owensboro Community College students received a
reply from Iraq's ambassador to
the United Nations, even though
it wasn't the response they
hoped to receive. In their letters,
the studenLs expressed opinions
about the Persian Gut{ War and .
some encouraged Al-Anbari to
take, steps to end the war.

. SPORTS
INDIAN WELLS, Calif. -Corey Pavin stunned his friend
Mark O'Meara with a 40-foot
chip-in for birdie on the first
playoff hole Sunday to win the
90-hole, four-course $1.1 million Bob Hope .Classic.

BUSINESS
NEW YORK --- Orion Pictures Corp. stock gyrated on
published reports that Japan's
Sony Corp. and an affiliate were
talking about buying the debtladen film and television
concern.

FORECAST
Mostly clear and cold tonight.
Lows 25 to 30. Light northeast
wind.-Mostly sunny Tuesday.
The extended forecast calls
for dry conditions Wednesday
with a chance of snow Thursday, ending from the west Friday.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.4, -0.1 below 315.4, +1.3
Barkley Lake
355.4, -0.2 below 321.3, +0.3
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Subscribers Altho have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

.-Street improyements at the intersection of 16th and Main are in the near future. The Kentucky Department of Transportation, which will fund the improsements, has recentls surveyed the intersection and is
currently designing plans that will be submitted to the city in the spring, according to Mac Fitts, director
of engineering in Murray. Signal lights will be installed and turn lanes will be widened. After the state
submits its plans, the city will supply the right-of-way by. moving the utilities. Fitts said, at the city's
expense. lie said that construction could begin .as early as late spring or early summer.

Baghdad hit by bombing; planes pose little threat
By JOHN KING
Associated Prose Writer

.- DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
allied raid today destroyed a major
Baghdad bridge, and U.S. officials
said Iraqi jets that fled to Iran pose
little threat because their pilots are
inexperienced and they cannot he
kept combat-ready.
In other action. U.S. and British
aircraft today teamed up to destroy

an Iraqi patrol boat off Kuwait and
American pilots-on "-lcud patrol"
claimed likely hits on five Iraqi
missile launchers, allied military
otlicials said.
Iraq claimed today that civilian
areas had been targeted in 57 osernight air raids by the allies, and
vowed the the U.S.-led coalition
would "pay
in pools of blood."
. In an indication of the war's toll
on Iraq's army, the Baghdad gov-

emrneht armounced today that it
will begin drafting all 17-year -old
males. In early January. Iraq low
ered the conscription age from 1
to 17, but only for youths'not in:
school,
In the Saudi capital of Riyadh.
U.S. military officials said today
that tore than half of Iraq's air
force is believed out of commis
sion, including those planes that
have fled to Iran ---- 147 by their

involved in issues such as drunken
driving bccause it's their line of
work and they know it best.
Legislators who work as defense
attorneys say their views may be
affected by their work but say it's
no different from the doctors, farmers and business people who
make up the General Assembly.
"That's what you get when you
have a citizen legislature," said
Rep. Ernesto Scorsonc, a Lexington attorney and a founder of the
Kentucky Asspciation of Criminal
Defense Lawyers.
"People who do criminal
defense work deal with the constitution every day," he said.
Scorsone's law partner, Maria
Ransdell, is president of the
defense lawyers group and spoke
against the original DUI bill before
a legislative committee.
Not all attorneys in the General
Assembly speak from a criminal
defense point of view.
Rep. Charles Geveden, D(Cont'd on page 2)

147 Iraqi manes were in Iran ---.ncluding 121 combat planes, many
of them among Saddam Hussein..
best
That represents about one-fifth
of the estimated 600 aircraft Baghdad was believed to have at the
war's outset. The allies say they've
downed 34 planes and confirmed
the destruction of another 99 on the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Olive construction

Defense lawyers' role
in DUI issue questioned
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Defense lawyers' involvement in
the drunken-driving issue pending
in the legislature has some wondering whether they are trying to protect defendants' rights or their own
earning power.
"I think it's an economic
issue," said Earl Bell, an' official
with Mothers Against Drunk Driving. Defense lawyers have shifted
the focus of the debate to the rights
of defendants and "not the rights
of those who get killed," Bell said.
Defense lawyers can earn as
much as $2,000 for DUI cases that
go to trial.
But Rep. Raymond Overstreet. a
Liberty Republican who has feuded
with MAUD, argued that economics was not a factor in defense
attorneys' interest in DUI. laws. He
said, in fact, attorneys could benefit more financially from a tougher
law, because "defense attorneys'
fees go up 7 you got more to
lose."
Overstreet, lobbyist Burr J. Travis and other lawyers say they get

count.
The officials. speakng ,in conditon of anonymity. also said Iraq
was playing a "shell game — with
its remaining aircraft, putting some
ins hardened concrete shelters
damaged in earlier air strikes while
hiding others in civilian and
wooded areas.
No Iraqi planes are known to
have fled into Iran in the last tew
days, the officials said. They said

Backhoe operator Earl Norsworthy digs dirt from under a manhole at the intersection of Olive and Eighth
streets Monday morning while R.C. Jones looks on. The manhole, which collapsed recently, is being
replaced. The portion of Olive Street between Seventh and Eighth Street will be closed for the repairs for
approximately three days.

Arrests made in seven-month drug investigation
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger 11 Times Staff Writer

A seven-month drug investigation by the Kentucky State Police
Drug Enforcement/Special Investigations — West. Murray Police
Department and the Murray State
University Public Safety Depart-

the Murray Police Department, but
they will be released pending the
announcment of further arrests,
Robertson said.
The 12 suspects were indicted by
a Calloway County grand jury on
Feb. 8, Robertson said.
Those arrested will face charges
which include trafficking in

ment has culminated in the arrest
Monday morning of seven of 12
suspects wanted in connection with
drug trafficking and other drug
crimes, according to KSP information officer Chuck Robertson.
The names of those arrested
were not available during the Monday morning press conference at
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Monday morning with a total of 31
warrants naming the 12 individuals, according to Robertson.
Robertson said it is not known
yet whether any of the drug arrests
indicate a ring in the Calloway
County area but said that should
(Cont'd on
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cocaine, trafficking in methamphetamine, trafficking in a control substance (marijuana) within 1,000
yards of a school, trafficking in
psilocycin, trafficking in LSD,
obtaining a controlled substance by
fraud and forging a prescription,
Robertson said.
Members of the agencies set out
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MHS wins state academic district tournament
Murray High School's Academic
Team won the Fourth District Kentucky Academic Association's
Tournament Saturday. Murray had
27 points, Calloway County High
School placed second with 22
points. Marshall County finished
third with 17 points, and Trigg
County was fourth with II points
Those placing for Murray were
social studies written assessment
- Scott Andrus, first, Shawn Kel
Ile, second and Sam Green. fourth.
Math written assessment -- Leigh
knn Carter, third,- English composn,on
Misty Clark, first, Leisa
Nestult. second.
Murray's Future Problem Sol
'rig team won first with Melissa

Baghdad...
4

;Coot d from page I)
ground
Some of the fleeing planes were
apparently flown by pilots so inexperienced 'that "they didn't know
what to do when our radar was
locked on. they didn't go into the
proper evasive action strategy" to
avoid being hit, the officials said.
The sinking, of the Iraqi patrol
boat early today was described by
British officials as the Royal
Navy's first nighttime success
against Iraq. In the: attack. a Lynx
helicopter fired two Sea Skua missiles into a Soviet-built Zhuk fast
patrol boat, leaving it foundering.
Then American aircraft — which
had first spotted the vessel about
three-quarters of a mile from its
hiding place on Faylakah Island --moved in for the kill, flames from
the burning boat lighting up the
sky. a pool report said.
Commander Adnan Nance of the
HMS Cardiff. the Lynx's mother

Muscio. David Chu, Shawn Kale
and Kevin Compton. The Quick
Recall team placed second behind
Tngg County. Those members are
Andy Vaughan, captain, Leigh Ann
Carter, Matt Lawson, Shawn Wile, Enc Niffenegger, Michele Hasty. Sam Green and Christopher
Fuhrmann. Murray High is coached
by Lloyd Hasty. Chip Adams and
Kathy Purdom
Those placing for Calloway
were, math -- Jeff Enoch, first,
Michael Haney. second and Tripp
Tibbetts, fourth, science --- Enoch,
third and Tibbetts,,fourth; language
arts --- April Boswell, second and
Amanda Pierce. third: English

ship. praised the teamwork of U S.
and British units in the northern
Persian Gulf "Saddam Hussein's
nasy has nowhere to hide." he
said.
Little of that nays ts hclicsed to
he left afloat
The military officials in Riyadh
cited pilot reports as saying three
of the mobile Scud missile
launchers beliesed destroyed in the
past two days were in western Iraq,
where they could take aim at Israel
The other two were in southern
Iraq, a launching ground for rocket
attacks on Saudi Arabia. said the
offic la's.
Though U S. commanders have
described the Scud as more of a
terror weapon than a significant
military threat, Iraq's mobile Scud
launchers have been prime targets
in the nearly month-old air war
That onslaught pressed on today
arnid
— aided by good visibility
officials
signs that many military
believe a major ground assault ,s
two or three weeks away.
One senior U.S commander

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
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composition
- Katy Hokans,
fourth.
The Future Problem Solving
team placed second. Coaches for
Calloway are Ruth Smith and Laura Crouse.
All of these students qualified
for the KAA Regional Tournament,
Feb. 23 and 24, at Murray State
University'
The tournament was hosted by
Murray High School with Kathy
Purdom as contest manager. Purdom said, "I would like to thank all
the parents and faculty that helped
make the tournament a success. It
takes many volunteers to make a
contest this large run smoothly.
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pointed Sunday to the need to
move more soldiers and equipment
into place along the front, saying it
Murray High School's Academic Team capturfd first place at the 4th District Kentucky Academic Associcould take up to a month. Undercation's
Tournament Saturday afternoon. Calloway County High's'team placed second at the competition.
battle
main
MI-Al
scoring that,
Pictured
front row, from left, Shawn Kellie, Hasid Chu, Kesin Compton, Leigh Ann Carter, Eric Nil
tanks - a key weapon in any
fernser, Melissa Muscio, Misty Clark. (back row, from left) Peter Johnson, Andy Vaughan, Matt Lawground war --- were being shipped
son, Christopher Fuhrmann, III, Sam Green, Daniel Cohen, Michele Hasty and coach Lloyd Hasty,
north today along Saudi supply
routes.
The Baghdad government's conA ho previously pric-ticed criminal
scription order for 17-year-olds
law 10 about tisc year,. dc
defense
was read today over Baghdad
well as others on an aflernatisc
radio. The teen-agers were ordered (Cant'd from page I)
hill.
to report beginning Friday.
Wickliffe, recalled a visit two years
But the later reached a comThe latest Iraqi military commuago
from a woman whose 2-yearpromise
with sponsors of the origiradio,
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29 Portraits Now $7.95
We're Coming To Town For A Few Days Only

WindhoNt didn't think '1 ra‘ds
Should have been at the meeting.
: "I don't think it was appropriate
because the other players weren't
in there,- she said.
Travis worked with another critic of the original bilnlRep. Martin
Sheehan. a Cos ington Democrat

Compact discs, case
stolen from krehicle
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Arrests...

A compact disc case containing
approximately' 25 disc were reportedly stolen from a vehicle parked
in the KMart parking. lot Fridav.
night, according to a report from
the Murray Police Department.
Cameron Gene Roberts, of S.
Fourth Street, reported to police
that the items were taken sometime
between 8:55 p.m. and 9:05 p.m.
while he was away from the vehicle, police said.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
.not doh the importance of the
arrests.
"It's an important arrest because
of the number of people involved.Robertson said. "I don't know if
you could consider it a ring. We
don't know if they're all
connected."
No other information concerning
the arrests is available at this time,
Robertson said.
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Firemen a Is assisted ambulance
Personnel at the Murray Calloway
County Hospital around 5 30 SatJr
day. ack.ord:ng to the report
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KSP Post I releases
weekly arrest tally
The Kentucky State Police Post I
in Mayfield reported the arrest of
23 DUI suspects during the week
of Feb. 3-9, according to a report.
The post troopers also opened 34
criminal cases, made 13 criminal
arrests, investigated 23 . accidents
and answered 84 colnplaints,
according to the report.
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29 Portraits Now Only $7.95
Reg.-$449 Includes 18 Mini-Prints
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Seven Seas
Hwy 641 N

Feb. 12 & 13
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
LJncr 2 00-3 00

The Murray Police Department
is investigating a burglary at the
home of Michael Wallace at 702
Fairlane Drive sometime Saturday
night, according to a report.
Reported stolen were a
Rommington 7mm rifle, it
Remmington 870 shotgun, twO
pieces of electronic equipment,
several gold rings and other miscellaneous items, police said.
Entry to the home was made
through thc back door, police said.
Anyone who may have seen
unusual activity in the area during
the time of the crime is urged to
contact the Murray Police
Department.

JCPenney
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No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
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Laker speech team places first at regionals
ment at Murray State University.
The team placed first with 113
points. Murray High School placed
second with 103 points and Christian County High School took third

The Calloway County High
School Speech Team took first
place sweepstakes, Feb. 9, at the
Kentucky High School Speech
League Regional Speech Tourna-

Free redbud trees available
to yellow in the fall."
The trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting
between March 1 and May 31 with
enclosed planting instructions. The
six to twelve inch trees arc guaranteed to grow, or they will he
replaced free of charge.
To become a member of the
Foundation and to receive the free
trees, send a $10 membership contribution to TEN REDBUDS,
National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City.
NE 68410, by Feb. 28.

Ten free American redbud trees
will be given to each person who
joins the National Arbor Day
Foundation during February 1991.
The free trees are part of the
non-profit Foundation's Trees for
America Campaign.
"American redbuds are outstanding flowering trees which will add
graceful beauty to your home and
neighborhood," said John Rosenow, the foundation's executive
director. "Redbuds have clusters of
rosy pink flowers in the spring, and
dark green summer leaves turning
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`"Winterreise" performed at MSU
leachers of Singers Artist Award
Auditions.

Steven King of Georgetown College will perform selections from
Franz Schubert's "Winterreise" at 8
p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 12 in the Farrell
Recital Hall at Murray State University.
The performance is part of the
guest artist series at Murray State, and
admission to the event is free.
King. an assistant professor at
Georgtown College. was a national
!malls! in the National Association of

Ile has earned degrees from Auburn University and Florida State
t :niversity and is a candidate for the
doctor of musical arts degree from
Southern Seminary.
King has performed with the Lousiville Orchestra, the Opera of Central
Kentucky, Lexington Bach Ensemble
and the West Virginia Symphony.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

BOBBY WOLFF

ABC workshop scheduled for Marc h
An Adults Belong in College
Reser\
(ABC) workshop for the adult or me Inc Cer.icr !or(
non-traditional student who is interAL;ade111:(.
ested in learning more pout attending 4150 or 1 -V/11 (00
college is scheduled for Monday. shop 'is !rec.', 1••.,'
March 4. from 6 to 9 p.m. in the space. rt.."1,CiVat,,ir:,
Barkley Room of the Curris Center at Frid,t} . March
Murray State University.
The workshop is designed for people who have been out of school a
number of years and are thinking of
either begionning or returning to
college.
Activities at the workshop ;Ai:
include a question-and-answer
sion, a career counseling survey am:
comments from faculty members and
currently enrolled adult students. Pre
also he given by thsentations wil'
Office of Student Financial Aid, 01
lice of Admissions and the Learning
Center
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"Working together for a better tomorrow" is the theme for this year's
National FHA week and that's exactly what the Murray High hapter
is doing. Starting today, all officers began selling Operation Desert
Storm t-shirts for only Sn. ‘Vith the sale of each shirt. SI will hidonated to help families with relatives fighting in the f,uif I risis.
FHA will also use the shirts to help promote its dance to i lose out the
Aro,
week of actisities on Saturday, titled "Freedom RIkk
dent wearing a shirt purchased from the chapter yy get into the
dance for $1. Anyone else attending is encouraged to yYear :ed..‘4hite
officers Emily DeBoer. I hristy
and blue. Pictured are I.Alison Burton, Lesia Nesbitt and Debbie Kelley of thr is
.
who supplied the shirts to the dub.

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL MAY!
NO DOWN PAYMENT!

Service
Notes

HURRY!OFFER ENDS FEB.19th
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Air Force Master Sgt. William
Today s South paid a handsome
B. Hamilton, an aircraft structural
price for his false sense of security ‘'ulnerable North South
West
maintenance technician, has arrived
He chos*' a lazy discard on the open- Dealer
bidding
The
for duty at Cannon Air Force Base,
ing lead, and because of that an easy
South
East
North
West
Clovis, N.M.
grand slam went down the tubes
6•
5•
Dbl
3•
Hamilton is the son of Bruce and
South may have pushed a bit with
All pass
7•
Hamilton of R.R.
Frances
his jump to six spades However.
iipening Icad Didroond king
Benton.
who can blame North for bidding
He is a 1966 graduate of Valley
the grand slam"
LEAD WITH THE ACES
West led the diamond king. and
School, Valley Station,
High
It
2
dummy's ace provided a quick dis South holds
yard for South Without thinking. tic
•A 4
let go. of a small heart After he
•K Q
drew trumps and played the clubs.
•9 8 5 3 2
he realized what he had done, hut it
•.1 10 9 3
was too late. He had to lose a club
West
North
South
trick for one down (Sharp-eyed East
Pass
Pass ' 2•
readers will spot a squeezoon,East
Pass
Pass
Pass
South took too much for granted 4•
sides
both
When
in the club suit
ANSWER: Heart king The club
Daily & Weekly
show unusual distribution in the bidalternative, but thPheart
an
is
jack
ding. a 4-0 break in clubs is not as
Rates
suit offers a better chance at quick
unlikely as it might be in a nOrmal
winners
East Main St. 753-4461
deal Therefore, South should disdrawAfter
one
trick
at
club
a
card
ing the trumps, it's an easy matter
to establish dummy's fifth club via
HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
a ruff. and South enjoys a late land
Commercial
safe) discard of a losing heart.
by
diamonds
seven
that
Note
West. doubleR1. goes down only 300
611 S. 4th St.
753-0362
points After4 West's opening bid
Murray, K).
Tracy MeKinne)
East had the right hand to continue
the pre-empt by bidding either six
or seven diamonds, denying the op6 am.-10 p.m.
ponents a clear path to bid a good
Daily
grand slam
2th & Sycamore
11
NORTH
•K 10 9 8
V A Q .7
•A
4 A Q 10 6 4
EAST
WEST
•- - •4 2
wnj
7O
IP K 8 5 4
•J 10 9 2
•10 6 5 3 2
•K Q J 9 8 7 4
;53-8080 - Pvt Party Room Availac.)ie
•J 9 8 7
•- - -

TANDY
1000 TL 2
Computer
VVith Color
Monitor

wwermr•••

8mm Camcorder With Hi-Fi Mono Sound

004W0-:'!,14s

Auto Rental

Save sioo s799

$511 Off 1188

411
Handheld Cellular Phone

Pe g Sep3r.ve

PC -Compatible Laptop With
20MB HD and 768K RAM

Save
$1300

TANDY
1,100 ND

_

-

'1199
Was St4
1990 Catalog
Low As Si
Ppr Montt,.

111M16,..
0.•

•

II en. 6.
• • 111.1,

-"'
siesememmimm=d4=1
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

Dual-Cassette Deck

Save 33995
'110

Save 13995
$60

Voice-Actuated
Microcassette
Tape Recorder

,..
,
••

.,
'.`s.., \ •.
-..
. ,
•••

..
...:••
.._
N
. •

k

,T.....,

$40 Off

7995
Electronic
Rolodex

Speed -Dialing
Cordless Phone

Save s30

Save s30

9995

Die-Cast 2-Way
Home/Office
Shelf Speaker

2-Way Speaker
With Massive
15" Woofer

Save s70

Cut 38%

aa95
Reg
59 95
Aacshs116

4995
RPq

!):
%P.
Per Month •
100-watt ca
ljacity .40'125

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan, R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319

MURRAY
CAUDWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Printing Cale

Speakerphone

20% Off

Cut s30

278

"a.

6 x 9 3-Way Car Speakers

Save sSO 9995

pp,
Save s40 599

Low As 515

Reg 149 95
Per Month.
AM/FM stereo auto- reverse.
5-band EO #121930
Check Your Phone

803 Poplar Street
Murray. KY 42071

;'

-

•"

Book for the Radio Shack Store or Deajer

Reg 99 95
6 x 9" woofer. 21/2' midrange
' tweeter "21859
Nearest You
Most Major Crelit
Cprds Welcome

PRiCES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

.
.1

)•. .
•

95

24-Watt Car Cassette

Goes

'
I

•

.406

Cut $20

Whether you're beginning or starting over. ..

.

• 110.

Ideal for
720K floppy Or-se

Saturday, February 23
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Outpatient Surgery Center

•

1.1144

.
1=1
1111=

Planning Fair

Adults Belong in College
Murray State Unrversrty's continuing education program 'Adults Belong in
College' will otter information about financial assistance, admissions,
housing, and other college necessities to make the transition back to
.friool an easier one for you
!

••WwIlk.

meema
=

AC Adapter and
Charging Stand at No Extra Charge'

N-U-R-S-I-N -G

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

199

Includes

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 1 1:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.
$3.95

Hopkinsville Community College
Murray State University
Paducah Community College
University of Tennessee at Martin

„
.•••

Save 185

We Want To Be
Your Mace!

consider a career in nursing Nurses are advancing into exciting new areas
of healthcare and have opportunities to grow You II have an opportunity to
discover the rewards and challenges of nursing Area representatives from
the schools listed below will be eager to answer your questions about a
career as a nurse

e q 899

286 PC Compatible
With 20MB Hard Drive

Fain Insurance Agency
.h.
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/hack
mho
AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE

d 11 21

t:

Desert Storm t-shirts for sale

Anna Fox, Jennifer Bland and
Ross; oratory - Melissa Parker,
Jaime Pigg and England. poetry Paige Patterson, Hokans and Sarah
Richter; prose - Carissa Pelcher,
Tina Murphy and Sarah Walker.
solo acting - Belcher, Parker and
Bland and storytelling - Mark Gar
land, Scott Steffa and Haney
"I was extremely pleased with
the effort of the team," said Laker
Speech Coach Larry England
A few team members will tom
petc next at the Harvard National
Invitational 'Tournament at Cam
bridge. Mass.. Feb. 16 and 17 I he
coaches for the I 9911-91 season ar,Inn Black. ara Han
has.
Weatherly

place with 96 points. This is the
19th Regional title for the Calloway County Speech Team.
The Laker team qualified a total
of 33 entries for the State Speech
Tournament, the maximum number
of entries. Those qualifying are as
follows: broadcasting - Richard
Wilson, Alexia Schempp and Josh
Roberts; dramatic interpretation Katy Hokans, Mike Arnett and
Wilson; duo interpretation - Sarah
Walker/Sarah Richter, Michael
Dale/Laura Luciano and Mike
Arnett/Misty Ernstberger, extcmp Roberts, Michael Haney and Tracy
Ross; humorous interpretation Misty Ernstherger, Michael Dale
and Lori England, impromptu -
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Tactical nuclear weapons would hasten war's end

Pete Rose on way
to folk-hero status
ROYKO
SAYS

Just fine because- ever) year the
sports columnists on Chicago's
four newspapers would have raging
debates about whether he should or
should not be officially designated
as immortal.
They would sputter and fume, as
sports columnists are still inclined
to do. about whether it was fair or
treat old Hack that
unfair to
ay And that would inflame sports
fan to heated barroom debate
- of course.
Wilson didn't care,,
ince he was quietly pushing up
is
So as a result of being kept out
of the Hall of Fame. Wilson
received his annual sports page and
arroom immortality.
Then in 14-4 it happened. After
.he sexua revolution, the flower
drug revolution. the gays
out of their closets, athletes
sniffing and snorting and being for pen. and other American moral
(xies being tossed upside down
:her and son. Hack Wilson's
•,
didn't .c.cm like that h.g a
character flaw an?more So the.
wteJ ri:m in.
'We haven't
And, what happened.
heard another word about Hack
v.,:,son since He's gone. forgotten,
just another poor likeness on a
,7ass plaque in ha.e'a!!'s tour:st
'

By MIA:.

R-Oyko
Pete Rose doesn't realite what
nea: break he got by being effek
bitrroi from bdSA"bdirS H.
of Fame.
He s nc)w assured of not heing
.gnored. or, torgotten. - Or as the
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The United States should use
tactical nuclear weapons against
Iraqi forces occupying Kuwait in
order to being the Persian Gulf war
to a speedy conclusion and thereby
save the lives of American and
allied fighter.t
There arc seatial advantages to
employing tactical nuclear weapons
against soldiers dug into the sands
of Kuwait.
First, since tactical nuclear wea
pons can be exploded in the air.
there is limited danger ol fallout
which occurs during a land blast
that sucks up debris and imbues it
with radiation
Second. since tactical nuclear
weapons are much smaller than a
standard nuclear bomb, they can be
directed to specific targets for specific purposes. Each tactical bomb
carries the explosive equivalent of
1.000 tons of TNT as opposed to
the 12.000 tons of TNT equivalent
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. They can be delivered
by artillery fire. Lance surface-tosurface missiles or dropped from
airplanes. They could effectivley
push holes-throUghlraqi lines and
would be an ideal *capon against
the elite Republican Guard.
The chief arguments .against
introducing nuclear devices of any
kind in the war. arc primanly moral
and psychological

i
fil
r
CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas

It is suggested that by not "going
nuclear" we preserve a certain morality that protects against the use of
nu‘.lcar des ices by our current or
future enemies. Does anyone seriously think that dictators like Saddam Hussein or Moammar Kadafi,
who have built their careers on the
indiscriminate killing of innocents,
would be morally of psychologically constrained from using nuclear
tor chemical or biological) devices
if they could? The Scud missile
attacks on civilian targets in Israel
and Saudi Arabia ought to wipe
away any sentimental feelings on
that score. Such men are not about
to restrain themselves because we
hase restrained ourselves. /-It is further suggested th\
nuclear weapons themselves are
immoral because they can kill so
many people. But what is the moral
LlIfcrence hetween a 2,000 bomb

•

••

7,C

e:

•

A

Those who would eschew tactical nuclear weapons in favor of a
ground war should consider what
Navy Lt, John F. Kennedy wrote
home in the fall of 1943, just
before the marines experienced the
agony of Tarawa: "When I read
that we will fight the laps for years
if necessary' and will sacrifice hundreds of thousands if we must, I
always like to check from where
he's talking: it's seldom out here."
Winston Churchill noted in Parliament that those who preferred invasion to an atomic bombing of Japan
seemed to have "no intention of
proceeding to the Japanese front
themselves."
As we warned Japan of even
more intense bombing, so too
should we first drop leaflets over
Kuwait announcing our intentions

to use tactical nuclear weapons.
The leaflets woald demands that
the troops surrender and promise
them humane treatment if they do.
Otherwise, we should announce
they will be devastated as a fighting force.
Writing in the Sept. 23, 1981,
issue of The New Republic,
Michael Wal/er, author of "Just
and Unjust Wars: A Moral Argument With Historical Illustrations,"
said, "The greatest kindness in war
is to bring it to a speedy conclusion. It should be allow-able, with
that end in view, to employ all
means save those that are absolutely' objectionable."
Tactical nuclear weapons are not
objectionable when they arc used
only against combatants and their
equipment. Tactical nuclear weapons merely speed up the achievement of the objective. They do not
alter it.
By definition, war is not a comfortable practice. Admiral of the
British Fleet Lord Fisher-observed,
"Moderation in war is imbecility,"
and American Gen. W.T. Sherman
said. "War is cruelty-, and you cannot refine it."
Better to end the cruelty as
rapidly as possible once war ha,
begun. Better to enhance the possibility of a rapid conclusion hy
using tactical nuclear weapons
now.

BetWeen Inc! arida 1-iapciPlace..
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that kills a few hundred combatants
and a tactical nuclear device that
might kill 2,000 or more?
The moral question concerns not
the nature of the weapon that is
used. but the target against which it
is directed. To use tactical nuclear
weapons against Iraqi troops away
from civilian population areas in
order to achieve the withdrawl of
other troops or their surrender
seems morally justified to me, particularly if it saves the lives of
those fighting to achieve a noble
purpose.
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Today In History

Wki 1E A LETTER -- Letters to :he editor a- re welcomed and encourage.: 1.1 letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and
"umber must be included for verification. The phone number will
r,•:. • published.
should be typewritten and douhle-spaced if possihie and should
he of- topics of general interest.
Lt..1:...rs must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
,
• ,rs reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit (re- "AriterS-..,
limes. Box
correspondence to Editor. The Murray Ledger
Murray K. 42071
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1-7,,bnas Ail.a Edison was born in yiian
Bernadette Soubirous. claimed for Ve-1,: V .4g in Mar. - -ne4r Lourdes.
:.f
departed Springf.e..:I.
A^ranurn I
Prime M.7. ‘1r V.
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Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Ken•
tucky Lottery: Pick 3: 8-9-1.
Lotto: 10-11-15-19-31-35.
Estimated Jackpot: S2 5
million.
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 4-8-0.
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in war'
A L,•,
, of Avatoilan
the Niosiem
years of exile.
fiarhara C Harris became :7,c first worliar., WrISCLra;L:,...
Ep.scopal Church. in a ceremony held in Boston,
hush()) at the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel in Nevada was
.ed on eiet counts of homicide in connection w.th an
nefore that claimed eight lives.
After nine years of captivity. Soviet dissident Anatoly
as released by the Soviet Union as part of an East-West

'

..,2•Sel that stunned the boxing world. heavyweight
MiKe Tyson was knocked out in the 10th round of his fight
it FI'a.ter Douglas in Tokyo.
flirthdays:. Movie director Joseph L. Mankiewicz is82. Author
'.don is 74. Actress Eva Gabor is 70. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen. D-0. Actor Burt Reynolds is 55 Musician Sergio Mendes is 50.
',or Today -Life does not count by years. Some suffer a lifen a day. and so grow old between the rising and the setting of the
--- Augusta Jane Evans. American novelist (1835-1909).
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Rebecca Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Jones, Calloway
County Middle School, won the
Calloway County Spelling Bee.
Others named were Jody Lassiter,
North School, third and Sixth
Grade; Lisa Holsapple, CCMS, second and Seventh Grade, and Kim
Lough, East, Fourth Grade.
Max Hurt spoke at Clergy
Appreciation Night held by Murray
Civitan Club.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Carroll, Jan. 17,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Wright, Jan. 25,
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead Eagles 65 to 58 in a
basketball game. High team scorers
were Glen Green for Murray and E.
Childress for Morehead.
Twenty years ago
The special school tax for Calloway County School District was
defeated for the fourth time in an
election on Feb. 9, losing by 198
votes. The vote was 1146 for it and
1344 against it.
Second Lt, John E. Spratt has
been awarded his silver wings at
Laughlin AFB, Texas, upon graduation from U.S. Air Force pilot
training. He has been assigned to
Little Rock AFB, Ark.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Feb.
5, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.
Field Montgomery. Feb. 7.
Murray Woman's Club was host
for Winter Workshop of First District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs on Feb. 5 at the
club house. Mrs. George Winn,
Marion, district governor, presided.
Thirty years ago
Murray State College Board of
Regents voted to name a men's
dormitory no/ under construction

on the campus for the late Lee
Clark, former state representative
from Calloway County.
Work is about complete on the
addition to Calloway County
Health Center at North Seventh and
Olive Streets. A room, 10x19 feet,
has been added on the west side of
the building, according to R.L.
Cooper. administrator.
First United Methodist Church
will begin using its new sanctuary
on Feb. 12, according to the Rev.
Walter E. Mischkc, pastor, and T.
Waldrop. chairman of the building
Committee.

Installed as officers of Murray
Girl Scout Council were Mrs.
Edmund J. Studer, Mrs. Elmer
Collins, Mrs. Macon Blankenship
and Mrs. Laverne Wallis.
Forty years ago
Dr. Moses (Mel) Koch was
named dean of College of Human
Development and Learning as professor of educational administration
of Murray state College, effective
March 1, by MSC Board of
Regent.s.
Zetta Yates, Betty Hutson, William Thomas Parker, Gene Cohoon,
Kay Ray, Lochic Fay Hart. Jimmy
Jones, Ann Perry and Gene Hendon
were named as superlatives of
Senior Class of Calloway County
High School.
"A parent praising the City
Police for a swell job they are
doing at intersection of Eighth and
Main. They have been on duty
every day even in worst winter
weather. Their work is highly
appreciated by the parents of boys
and girls attending Murray High
School," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. H.I. Jones were
married for 50 years on Jan. 16.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Steve Carraway, of Calloway.
County, and T.C. Ellis 111, of Davies',
/C'ounty, share a common distinction
in their production of different agri
cultural crops.
They both are the hest in the state in
the production of corn and wheat,
respectively, according to Morris Bitter, Extension grains specialist w;th
University of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture and coordinator of the
annual Small Grams Days meeting in
Owensboro.
-Carraway won first place in the
1990 Kentucky Corn Production Contest with 246.97 bushels per acre,Bitter said. "'I hat's an outstanding
yield for an‘orie It was more than 21
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Pictured left to right are Mickey Overby, regional dark fired tobacco
contest winner, Tripp Furches, regional hottornland and YFA rural
leadership winner, and Mark Paschall, regional white corn contest
winner.
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Economic uncertainty fueled by
the Persian Gulf War is but one or
the reasons for the slump last summer and fall in unit retail sales of
tractors and combines, said a University of Kentucky agricultural
economist
the Persian Gulf War tia,
added to farmers' apprehensions
about capital expenses and
•
riomic uncertainty,- said Forres!
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Are there or aren't there
coyotes throughout state?
Arc there or aren't there*
Wildlife officials arid many farmers maintain that there are now
coyotes throughout the state of Kentucky. and the encyclopedias indicate
that coyotes not only live in Kentucky
but in all the states except Ilawan.
And they apparently do some damage to livestock from time to time.
A coyote (Canis latrans) is a member of the dog family, closely related
to the wolf, and has erect, pointed
ears, a long snout and green, wolflike
eyes. They are most active at night,
when you can sometimes near their
characteristic sharp barks and prolonged howls, but they do not travel in
packs like wolves. They may live in
small, loose-knit social groups, for
example a male and female and four
or five offspring from the year or
years before who have not !eft the
group. Resident pairs or groups seems
to stake out non-overlapping turf,
though transient coyotes do not respect these boundaries.
They usually hunt- singly or in
relays, seldom in packs, and they hunt
silently. They usually live on rodents,
birds, large insects and carrion, and
can reach speeds of up to 40 mph
when tracking prey. They also occasionally prey on weakened deer and
on unprotected sheep.
Females come in heat between
January and March, and after two
months will give birth to a litter of five
to ten pups, which are cared for by
both parents. Pups can fend for themselves after five to six months.
Once thought to be a native of the
plains states wtiich had spread cast,

.,carchers hae recently noted a
eastern coyote- which is larger and
darker than the 'western coyote."
They now think this animal may have
been rlaliVe to the east, then driven
into remote areas as forests disappeared. and now re-emerging as more
wild space is protected.
Population is sufficiently dense
that they have appeared in suburban
areas of New. York, New Jersey,
Connecticut and Pennsylvania.
. Typical density is about three
adults per square mile of habitat,
though density may become more
intense in the' summer when pups are
with parents. Most coyotes will iive
their lives within a two-square-mile
area.
They are most active at night and
near dawn,and are really opportunistic in appetite. They will eat fruit as
well as meat. and have a distinct
fondness for watermelons.
Livestock predation is most common in the springtime, when young
animals are easy fare and when there
are young mouths to feed. If they kill
livestock, in Kentucky largCLS. are
usually calves, poultry, swine, lambs._
and sometimes ewes and fawns.
Attacks on humans are quite rare.
unless the animal is rabid.
If you suspect coyotes in your
areas. your local Game Warden can
advise you whether there have been
other sightings or evidence in your
area and what actions you can legally
and practically take to protect your
livestock (and crops) from predation.
Your veterinarian can also assist in
this field.
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Carraway named one of best corn, wheat producers
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Slaughter cows: breaking utility
and commercial 2-4 45.00-53.75,
cutter and honing utility 1-3.
47.00-51.75, cutter 1 - 2
43.00-47.00.
Slaughter bulls: field grade 1
2010 lb. indicating 80-81 percent
carcass boning percent 6200, field
grade 1-2 1060-1070 lb. indicating
77-79 percent 52.00-57.00.
•
Feeders: steers: medium and
large No. 1 200-300 lb.
95.00-117.(X), individual 127.00.
300-400 lb. 96.00-123.00, 400-500
lb. 103.00-119.00, 500-600 lb.
90.50-98.00, 600-700 lb.
90.00-91.75, 860 lb. 200.

rek.(gd

e pek.ting

'w.s bean

With Coupon
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday - ONLY
Good through month of February
II mom --- me me mom mum me um um am mom mmm
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NO (.11AR(J, FOR IS I.
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Septic Tank Service

contri

• Pumping
Excavating •
Asphalt Cutiin; • Scwer • VV• ak'r
U.S T. & ContarnInJt,',!, Soil Rem, Ha

medium No. 2 .100-500 lb.
78.00-95.00, 500-600 lb.
74.00-88.00. large No. 2 420 lb.
84.00. small No. 1 226-235 1b.
84.00-114.00. 300-400 lb.
83.00-92.00, 400-500 ft.
80.00-88.00, 600-700 lb
81.00-86.50.
Heifers: medium and large No. I
200-300 lb. 89.00121.00, 300-400
lb. 90.00-105.00, 400-500 lb.
83.00-88.75, 500-600 lb
80.50-87.50„ 600-700 lb.
78.00-85.00. medium No. 2,
300-500 lb. 71.0082.00, 500-600
..1b. 80.00. small NO. TI.45-5(X) 1h.
70.00-88.00. 500-600 lb.
74.00-84.00.
Stock cows and calf: large and
medium No: 1870(10 with 250 lb
Calves at side of 7 years old and 3
months bred.
Stock cows: medium No. 1
530.00.
Slaughter lambs choice 70 lb.
3500.

Brent Allen
Ditching
s,•„„ i9-q - 759-1515

Ross Insurance Agency
r.o•scr
40.
_

Auto - Home - Farm

Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

0
0 WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

At'
High yield profits start with a
good fertilizer program.
Come by and let your friends at ly
help you plan your program re

Country Crossroads

'1 MO Off Fish Plate
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PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 478 compared to last
week. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested. co‘vs 1.00-2.00 higher.
hulls untested last week. Slaughter
calves and vealers untested, feeder
steers and heifers 1.00-3.00 higher
with quality not as attractive as last
week.

•

I I NDERWOOD
%I APPLIANCE 759-1505
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North
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Boston leads discussion at meeting of AAUW
Betty Boston led a discussion at
the January meeting of Murray
Branch of .American Association of
University Women held at Sirloin
Stockade.

Suburban Club holds meeting

e

We

Reel Hendon presented a lest: on "Updates on Wills and
lnheritanee Tax" at the January
meeting of Suburban Homemakers
held at the home of Wilma
:son
groc.p discussion followed her
presenlation
Sc Dunn. president. presided.
Reports were given by Rosanna
A :hank sou note was read
n•om Sae .Adams who recently sust.nned a broken leg.
The devotIon on "Dilemma" was
glv;:n `‘y Rachel Hendon. cultural
arts ,ria.rmar.
n:sent were Anna Bell
Jo Farley. Betty Wilson
and ou McGary
Ftrshments were served hs
Mr. W:son and Mrs. Adams.
has changed its meeting
Plc
to Monday. Feb. 18. at 7- p m. at
6.0ine of Sue Adams

Irliiti
DRESSES FOR
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Dances With
Wolves 1PG-13)
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Boston lead a group discussion
on "Economic Issues and
Investments."
Announcements were made of
the Community Spring Festival.
Murray Tree Planting Project and
World History Week.
Vanda Gibson. president. presided. it was announced that the recognition of honor senior students
from Murray High and Calloway

Hams Grove Homemakers Club
held its January meeting at Ellis
Community Center
Grace James presented a lesson
on "Inheritance Taxes and Wills "
She urged everyone to take an
inventory of assets owned and
check the ownership named on the
documents
"Dietary Guidelines for the
Elderly" was discussed by Mar-

SS representative
to be here Tuesday
A representative from t!-.e May vv.., he
field Social S-ecunty
;hrars
at Calloway County
on Tuesday. Feb. 12. trom 10 .1t)
a m. until 12 30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security for the following reasons
*Before getting his or her first
job, becaUseA Social Security
number is required to get proper
Social Security credit for earnings
Employers arc required to examine
a person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a nUmber at least
two weeks before it will be need4
*After a death in the faintly to
six if sursivor beneits can be paid
*When someone in the family is
.nsabled, to find out if d;sabilits
benefits can be paid
at age 65 for
'At retirement
full rate benefits or as early as 62
for reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare 2 to 3 months before 65
even if there are no Plans for
retirement.
*Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the librars
may call the Mayfield Social Security office at 1-247-8095
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s
Paint & Decorating Center

Ilion & Nar,ann (athe

me
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
Yo..; & Your Home
Deserve It
Call For An In-Home
Consatation
Southside Shoxiing Center
753-33 1

%Ian

Bargain Matinees
Saturday & Sunday ONLY
:Kent sour mipsict,• at the
nu I

firWl C

75:i ill 4

Open I I:AT to in pm

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
I, ',NER.01% STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.
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Miss Bonnie Sue Balentine and
Steven Troy Higgins were married
in a late fall wedding at Independence United Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Jerry Balentine of Dexter.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Charlie Parrish of Murray. the
late Mrs. Bessie Parrish, and the
late Audie and Florence Balentinc.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Higgins of Murray.
He is the grandson of Hoy Higof Murray and of Mr. and
gins
garct Taylor who also gave the
Bud l Hopkins of Dexter.
Mrs.
devotion reading a poem.
The Rev. Elijah Balentine offi"Dilemma "
ciated at the double ring ceremony.
Katherine Ray presided Fifteen
Music was presented by Miss
members answered the roll call by
Gardner.
Teresa
given their birthstones
was adorned with tsvo
altar
The
Announcements were made of
candelabra and a
winding
upcoming special interest lessons at
15-branch candelbrum. The family
Calloway County Public Library
were marked with dusty rose
pews
Annex including "Hot Glue
bows.
satin
Earrings/Bracelets" on Feb. 19, and
bride was escorted by her
The
"Picture Framing" with Hellon
given in marriage by her
and
father
Carlin on March 5.
parents.
Refreshments were served by
She wore an ivory satin gown
Katherine Ray and Elizabeth Parks.
with lace and pearls. The
accented
hostesses.
featured pearls and
bodice
low-cut
The club will meet Wednesday.
inspired with
were
sleeves
the
Center
Feb. 13, at 10 a m. at Ellis
double-layered
a
wore
She
roses.
with Maxine Nance and Anna Lou
veil accented with roses and pearls.
Tarry as hostesses. Members are to
Her headpiece featured pearls and
bring shirts to paint, design with
sequins.
applique or buttons and bows. The
The bride carried a bouquet of
main lesson will he on "Insurance."
dusty rose and ivory roses with
sprays of pearls and strands of
ivory lace and ribbon which was
made by the grriom's mother.
Her something old was a penny
her birth year given to her by
in
Twila Coleman opened her home
mother, something new- was her
her
for the January meeting of South
veil. something borrowed was a
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club.
pearl necklace from her cousin,
luta Hutson. president, presided.
blue was a satin rose
something
The major lesson on "Update on
bouquet.
her
in
hidden
Wills & Inheritance Taxes" was
Guge. sister of the
Tracy
Mrs.
presented by Delyghte Humphreys. groom. was matron of honor.
It was an informative lesson OrigiBridesmaids were Miss Elaine Keel
nally given by Chuck Foster of the
and Miss Angie Balentine. cousinsBank of Murray.
of the bride. The flower girl A',;\
Sandra Gallimore read the Special Newsletter giving dietary
guidelines for the elderly.
A craft demonstauon on "Rug
Making" was given hy Mrs
Hutson.
The following, article about JusClovis Brown gave the devotion. tin Wells was published in the
Each of the 13 members present Genesis III Maga/Inc by the faculanswered the roll call with , her ty of St. Ignatius College Preparatbirthstone.
cry School of San Francisco,(
Named to a telephone committee
Calif , where he is a senior He is
were Sandra Gallimore. Clovis the son of Tommy and Judy Wells
Brown. Brenda Erwin and luta of 25 Crane Drive. San Anselma
Hutson.
Calif, and the grand.son of Tom
Refreshments were sersed by the and LaRue Wells of Murray.
hostesses. Mrs Coleman and Bren•
"Most seniors don't receive
da Erwin.
academic awards until just before
The club will meet Wednesday. graduation. but Justin Wells '91
Feb. 13. at 1:30 p.m. at the home already has two under his belt.
of Sherrie Paschall with- Mrs Hut"Wells, who edits the school
son as cohostess
magazine, Inside SI, was awarded
the prestigious Achievement Award
in Wnting by the National Council
of Teachers of English. Of 6.000
who annually compete for this honor, only 700n nationally arc
selected.
"Wells submitted one of his'
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia essays from school and also wrote
CAP) - A city on Borneo island
a timed, impromptu essay on a tophas announced a plan to deter lit- ic chosen by the NCTE.
tering by publishing violators'
"The essay he submitted dealt
photographs in local newspapers with the year-long adventure he
and displaying them at public and his family shared after he graplaces. a news agency reported
duated from the eighth grade. He,
The program is part of a drive to
his parents, brother and sister spent
make Kuching, capital of Sarawak
six months on a boat sailing from
state. the cleanest city in Malaysia. Maine to Key West, then toured
Yusof Hanifah, commissioner in
Europe for seven months in a Volthe city of 200,0(X). said Sunday
that the names and photograph.s of
litterbugs Would be shown in newspapers, parks, civic centers and
museums, according to the &mama national news agency.
Convicted litterbugs also face
fines of up to 5370

Harris Grove club hears lesson

4

•

Balentine-Higgins vows solemnized

County High Schools will be on
March 26.
Hostesses were Donna Herndon
and Mary Curtis Taylor
The group will meet Tuesday.
Feb. 12, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade with Jo Williams, Ann Herron
and Virginia Slimmer as hostesses.
"What Arc Your Insurance Needs"
will be discussed by Jane Rogers
and Botye Conner

South Pleasant
Grove Club meets

Miss Rhonda Keel, also a cousin of
the bride
They wore floor length dresses
of dusty rose satin and carried bouquets of dusty rose roses with
greenery and satin nhbons. Their
hair was accented with satin roses
and nhhons
Wendell Guge served as best
man. Groomsmen were RandyJones and Donnie Balentine.
brother of the bride.
lhe candles were lighted by
Mark Balentine, cousin of the
bride. and Donnie Balentine. who
also served as ushers.

Angela Morrison, couSln of the
presided at the register.
atches were presented at the
register table_
A reception followed with Mrs
Vickie Geurm as director.
Serving were Mrs. Doris Keel,
cousin of the bride. Mrs. Velic
Jones. Mrs Patricia Morrison and
Mrs. Janice Kirk, all aunts of the
bride
Following a brief honeymoon.
the new Mr. and MN. Higgins are
residing on Rt 1. Murray
The bride Is employed at 11.1
Marketing and the groom at Briggs
& Stratton.

hilde.

Justin Wells receives awards at school

Litterbugs names
and photographs
will be published

Our Dinners start at $3.95 • Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
t

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Troy Higgins

kswagen van.
"Thanks to his writing performance, his name will he included
on a list of winners distributed. to
colleges in the U S.
"Last August Wells won another
writing award, this time for a feature story he wrote as pan of a
Stanford University journalism
workshop.
-Each day of the week-long
workshop Wells and otehr high
school journalists learned how to
write sports. feature and news stories, devise leads, and edit copy.
When the classes ended at 2 p.m.
the students were set loose on the

campus and told to find a story and
write it.
"Jo help them with this assignment, the students took a tour of
the campus. Rather than write
about what was on the tOur, Wells
decided for his feature story to
write -about the tour guide.
"I was intrigued by how she
walked backwards the entire time.'
Wells said. He led his storyh with a
quote from her: 'Help me out with
the potholes, guys.'
"At the end of the week, Wells
learned that his tour guide story'
took first prize in the features
category "

DATEBOOK
Representative to be held Tuesday
A Social Security representative will be at Callciway County Public
Library- on Tuesday. Feb. 12, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. John Lavin,
give
SS representative, said this is a special service of the department to
and
.second
each
here
representative
the
see
to
clients an opportunity
fourth Tuesdays of the month.

Quilting Class will be offered
A quilting class will be offered at Murray Area Vocational Center
beginning Tuesday. Feb. 12, from 6 to 9 p.m. The Class will meet for a
total of 15 hours on Tuesdays through March 12. A charge of 525 enrollment fee will be made and each one must provide their own basic supplies, including a portable sewing machine. For more information call Lou
Ann Philpot at 751-643.

Genealogical meeting Tuesday
The meeting of Calloway County Genealogical Society will be Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Attorney Bill Phillips will be the guest speaker. Patricia Falwell, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Tax service will be given free

A iadable

Louis Douthitt, Certified Public Accountant, will donate his services to
assist senior citizens and disabled persons with help in preparing their
income tax forms. Douthitt will be at Wcaks Community Center from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. each Tuesday until the April 15 tax deadline. For an
appointment call the center at 753-0929..

SNAPitti

ollik Ask

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

Great Valentine's Day Gift
And Decorating Accessories Now
At Murray's Pier 1 Imports.

KENTUCKY CKINNET %

Heart Shaped Baskets, Frames,
Placemats, Coasters, Candles,
Bath Beads & Terracotta Boxes.
Gift Bags & Tissue
Potpourri
And Lots More
Including New
Spring
Arrivals
,
4s

Justin Wells

$t/AN NESOuNCES

FOR A SPECIAL

VALENTINE
Freeze Dried $900
Rose Bouquets
Sterling Silver
Lockets & Bracelets
Neiv

.ws

Merl imports

'12-'26

Chili supper will be tonight
Murray High School Band Boosters has rescheduled its chili supper for
Monday, Feb. 11, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of the high school.
Tickets arc 52.50 each and may be purchased from any band member or
by calling Annette Haneline, 753-0491.
(Coned on page 7)
lb
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Community events listed

IMO'

zed

Monday, Feb. 11

Tuesday, Feb. 12

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Cardiac Support Group will meet
at 10 a.m. in board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

-7
-7
7
Prepared Childbirth Class will,
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played
at 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.
Weight Control Group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
North Calloway Elementary
School will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
Suburban Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p m. at home of Wilma
Wilson.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For
information call 1-444-2685.
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Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self Help Group will
meet at 7 p.m. in basement classroom, Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Circles of First Presbyterian
Church Women will meet as follows: Dorothy McKenzi'e at 1:30
p.m.. with Doris Long; Dorothy
Moore at 7:15 p.m. with Cynthia
Peterson.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Manic Belle
Hayes Circle ot UM Women at
9130 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10
a.m.; Education Work Area and
Reach-Our Callers II at 7 p.m.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Prayer Group
at 7 p.m. and Parish Pastoral Council at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State University Lady
Racers will play Morehead State at
5:15 p.m. and Racers will play.
Morehead at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
Chili' supper by Murray Band
Boosters will be served from 5 to
6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of Murray
High School.
Tuesday, Feb. 12
Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Dexter Senior Citizens will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center.

day

Dunty Public
John Lavin,
ment to give
second and

!ti

Weaks Center will he open from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet for a Valentine's party at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. For information
call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne.
753-0224.

THEOS will meet at 2 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Also lunch will be at
12:30 p.m. at Louie's. This is open
to all widowed men and women.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Jean Bird, 40s
South Eighth St.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
South Murray Homemakers Club
will meet at I I a.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
A Social Security Representative
will be at Calloway County Public
Library from 10:30 an. to 12:10
p.m.
Murray High School Tigers wilt
play basketball games at Graves
County.
Calloway County High School
Boys Basketball Teams will host
Paducah Tilghman.
Pancake Supper will be served
from 5 to 7 p.m. in observance of
Shrove Tuesday at St. John's Episcopal Church.
Groups of CWF of First Christian Church will' meet as follows: I
with Libby Hart at 10 a.m. and III
with June Vander Molcn at 7:30
p.m.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m., at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at University Church of
Christ.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

(Cont'd on page 14)
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Crirtlitic Group to meet 'Tuesday

Garden Department plans events

Cardiac Support (ircap will fleet I uesday, lieh 12. at 10 a in th
board room if Murray Calloway County Hospital !his will he a It
Month Party Each one should bring favorite ticart smart food re( p4
exchange with friends hese should he printed or typed tin
;
card or a slici:t of paper Party ftwx1 will he furnished by
more Inlormation
s I airph at 762 I 1 to
t Shirl,

The annual luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club has been scheduled for I hursday, March 7. at 12 noon at
the club house, South Seventh and Vine Streets Tickets arc S6 pet person
and may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin. 'lc A c Os( or any
member of the Garden Department

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

()S
li
:

Alzheimer's Disease Information Educational meeting will he luestlay.
Feb. 12, at 4:30 p.m. in hoard room of Murray Calloway (OLIN!). Ilospitai
"Remembering Love" will he the theme of the program For more ntor
mation call ,Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph. ')c 5-zrd

lifi•ps.

'Ialk mooch 'fear's I Ime'' will he theme of
1
; ,,, (to
1111.1)5 name, a registered tradernarlf..ler,f, 1,, 11 ‘,
Spiritually '• Ihis is a mutual sell help groA-, .0,1cas pr
portlw educational and ton secta,i,iti
;fir 'C
in the lintel States and ( aria& s ricii
0.,5
ifi 1-4
invited 1 on information call
.1" •',
I

"Be My Valentine" will be the theme of Story Hours on 'I uesday, Feb
12, at 1030 a.m. and Wednesday. Feb 13, at 10.10 arri and 3. IO p rn at
C.alloway County Public Library, according to Sandy-1 tin, Youth Ser
vices Director at the)ibrary. Story Hours are for children ..3 to 8 It is a
book enrichment program. Parents and Twos will he At 9 ''..a rii on]
day and Wednesday which is a special 30-minute story Li,- for children
under 2. The parent stays with the child and assists
sitting skills. For information call 751-1288

Prayer Coffee tit Bird home
A Pray‘tr ( ofte, if Miirray Clir,o
(
w,li _ I ,.
Feb 11, at 9 All aifi it the 1 ori
fkIurray Al! inteittoc]
1.ie
We theme of Paper 1.)011 will he 1,,esttay, leti 19. at 12 noon to,
,•
Seas Restaurant for rescy.o,..to, i 1 I re.1,1 I sin al,,l

The Singles Organriational Society will have a Valentine's Party on
Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce
building. A mailbox will be provided fOr old fashioned valentines All
singles should bring a snack to share "this is a nonprofit sopport and
social group for all single adults whether always single, ;sertrated.
divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 75 -30i'6 4 Jean
nc, 751-0214, Mary, 1 527-0115, or Margaret. 1 147

tlt,t)a; 1

11,
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A paricak.. stirrer '0.111 he servi:(.1 at St in:
West \lain S,
Slifie‘,' I ,it.-siaN.
12 hirr, 5 Ithe tradition of !using up fats and 'tl itt amnia! prixt 10, .1‘+'!,or,' iii'cek Lenten fast is carried over in itie I rench ' %lard! Goes arid tie
marl I a,,triacht as 'ACP as the 1-nglish Sh44)•c liv'sda., St John's Yolat
(inoip will host the event i ickets nirtv H t, iught fo.111 any ilurf,
+. ,r a Op (1,•)r at
tor Wis "'if S2 kr (i11 11 (11 ,,"11JIL I,:' 1: ii)r

1
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, w d! he I 110da‘,
Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. t the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road,
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. 1 he doors w
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Writer begins 45thejt ear

v'l

oups will meet I ue.,-(lau

I AO
trionat
1.2100.0H-1
First I fir.s"lan
will meet 1
, I
f Hylp ! w111 me,: a', III ani
!Ili: ronie
Litthy Hart with the Ingrain: to ti-e irt.-stritrrti to, Ctiarlene Kurs Li"

:sits
I heir dalighter,
•
!hi:in

Murray Ladgar & Times Corr•apondent
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Pancalsee ecent to be at St. lohn",,

Bingo farnes will be Tuesday

Ill Jai
been too

d

751 )II 1 I- or
p in at lotle's

• Singles plan party on Tuvsday

By MRS. R.D. KEY

will meet on Iuedatj

a support group for Widowed flier. ar.,1
"lucsday, Feb 12, at 2 p rn in Annex of ('allow is oario, P,t

Story Hours planned at library

p

111

!-K• 40

•

,.).
rog'arn
c
Mr:' and Mrs Mitch Sykes ard
son. Matthew. visited Mr. and Mrs
Bruce Murray on Jan.
church service at Ccro.,11
a,H 1
['rune Tunic f N.1)._))r, o ; al
Baptist church.
chill: li
. f c' '
f- r!daN..,
Mr. and Mrs. Buford 5talticit
•
•
'
t!
,
1'
''L.`!
p
ill
visited relatives in Dcitroo.
'SG
for several weeks. Mrs Audic
Grooms visited her son. J.
Grooms of Jackson, inn.. 1.1.4111c
they were away.
North Fork Baptist Church is
Woo.,1 'st anw.1;
• having a different speaker each
g
for donatiot4s lot the '\ritrik in 11),tart Ass)-.1e14)1,
Sunday after the Rev. Malcolm
hon)r
,
for the Cab
ori Ifert Und
Norton resigned on Nov. 18 lo
18 )1- ;
ttionigh I
Is
I hut.(JAy. I ett'
accept the pastorate .of last Baptist
der",
a
11-art
trig
with a htidiot
Church. Ire/yarn. I Clill. I he Po..
support this grip mi tin.; cri.(1,:.o.or. I li.er
Dale Singleton preached Jan. 2'
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr of Murray visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
of Puryear, Tenn.. recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher
sons, ('hris. Jeffery" and I), •
visited Mrs. Bernice Her t
recently.
Max Paschall was a reicentL.,
.
RENTAL: SALES
LONDON OAP)
•
1 he Filinisti
of Mrs. Reva Paschall.
word mil,: has Latin origins.
7
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Kuyke•Aall
vvevvvv\I
It is derived from "milia nas
of Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs Coy
suum,- meaning 1,000 Nil Cs.
•
753 8701
200 1"
Kuykendall recently.
Mu""
in"
Monday-Sattirda%
•
These paces, as marched by Roman
y is
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry I
S
soldiers in double step, were We
receintly.
home
ited in my
equivalent of about 5 feet, and the
•
mile originally measured 5.e ii
feet.
"'5"W e' 're 'w (/pen & Pro itchy I ittrodue'ngAbout the year 1500, the Englith
statute mile was amended to measure 5,280 feet, or 1.609 3
kilruncters.

With February 1991, I've begun
my 45th year as a correspondent. 1
hope 1 will continue for several
more years.
Most all of the news 1 hear now
is about the weather. Lots of colds
and flu around, included the Rev.
Warren Sykes, Mitch, Marilyn and
Matthew Sykes, and Mrs. Jennit:
Sykes.
Mrs. Estelle Morris and Gwinna
Gallimore visited recently with Mr
and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
Hilda Miller visited Mrs. Bettie
Jenkins Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visited
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke of Murray .
,rwently.
Morris Jenkins recently visited
Hardin Jenkins while he was a
surgery patient at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Bertha! Grooms had surgery at
Murray-Calloway County' Hospital

zuo xrouiN plan ecent rriday
t'

I I

I

it177('I

tor I I(-)(irt

(-11th t() (11trz‘ri
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. t.r
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OUR DAILY SUPER SPECIALS!- ,1!

R013BINS

Sweet Talking

rEVERY MONDAY:
EVERY TUESDAY:

Spaghetti Dinner
Veal Parmesan

$295

Our Famous Grilled Chicken

$495

EVERY WEDNESDAY:

his services to
preparing their
Center from 9
adline. For an

EVERY THURSDAY:

:hill supper for
te high school.
and member or

Only $4951,

8 oz. Top Sirloin
Lasagna Dinner

Let Us Do Your

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Our Steaks Are Huge
& U.S.D.A. Choice

Shrimp Basket

$39511

$395

$395

.Only $595
Hone
14 oz.
10 oz. N.Y. Strip

$595

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!
We arc pnertng son

"PFAFF" the
FIRST Name
in Sewing
Machines!

iE

TuN

Highway 61 • Reidland • Neer 1-24

Phone 898-7301
1-800-USEW

Quality loud, First

Class Service

& a Pleasant Environment to Dine Only At

$2.00 OFF

ikeitt210.,

Any Valentine Cake ($10 Min.)
Offer good with coupon at location listed One coupon per visit Void
where prohibited or restricted by law Valid through 2-28-91.

SEWING 1.11401INE CO.
I Murray
I Olympic Plaza
L753-3111

BASKIN

-

DATEBOOK

r'Ir

Paris Road Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY II, 1991

FINE DINING RESTAURANT
Also Owners I Operators of Majestic of Mayfield

ROBBINS

Paducah!
Kentucky Oaks Mall I
444-0031,

We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

Swy. $41 S., Nknay. NY

753-ISIS
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Polston returns as manager to Martin Marietta
When
PA[)U(kH k. \PI
Steve Polston was a college student, he and his classmates were
asked to fill out forms for the
recruiting office to help them land
'ohs
'There was a place where thev
asked A #7.11 areas you would be
wihng to work in,'' Piston
•ecaHs - Most ol ms classmates
,
•. L1 LS .1 or anvwhere. The% said 1
:111L tit'V.11 'South Paducah.'
I: turned Out that would have
heen eno,..gh because he soon land'
'
. !th nion Carhide as a
a Vt
z.neer at the Paducah Gas,:
.1 .seas
piant
tic• ')..;:j .1: Iht..4 ;':17; stayi7g near

4.

ho was promoted to vice
BOSRX
Martin Marietta Ener
president
p Systems Martin Manetta man
ages the plant for the lederal
Department of Energy.
Polston almost never left Paducah lie. d: first, turned down the
promotion to Oak Ridge
Then Clyde Hopkins, formerly
plant manager in Paducah and now
president of Mart!ri Marietta Frier
erter,:d the
gy Systems Inc
pklure
JUS: pointed out to him that
he came to Oak Ridge. the oppor
tunities or advancement were s.g
niticant'y greater.•• Hopkins sa ,tt
Hs performance would
more people iltiari
hy
would he possihle at the PaduLaf
.! him he would have int.
• L.Orrie down here
sond. rather :ha:'

So Polston became a department
head at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in 1981. transferred to
the Y-12 plant in l981 and worked
there in several management jobs
before becoming assistant manager
in 1989. In 1986, he was named the
company's top manager

wanted hack - in Paducah. Polston
said.
Although he's an engineer by
Polston always pointed
himself toward management.
"I enjoy working more with
people than equipment," he said
"It's far more satisfying R)r me to
do things with people "

"Steve's performance has been
sery . very, good in whatever
assignment he's had throughout his
c areer..l Hopkins said. As manager
of the Paducah plant. Poiston is in
hilt! to :0:iow his predecessors up
through :he ranks of the company
'We don't put people in the plant
manager position who don't has('
trie potemial to go further. You put
people there who have the potential
to move ahead as sacancies in the
organization occur "
Hopkins not only inrueneed his
avsion to move to Oak Ridge If)
sears ago. hut also told h,fli he was

Hopkins said that's one of the
things Martin Marietta identified in
him sears ago
"lhe thing we always consider
when we look to promote people is
hethc they have not only managerial and technical sapacity.
people who reLognize the va
we tp"; to operate our company
„nder." Hopkins said
-Sloe very much fill. thai
lie's a people oriented person
:hallsa ko ingredient in eleet.•
Lho.e We move up through the
organ•iation."

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
A pa,nle',;-. ttugriostic teccnique, nuclear magnet c resonance
imaging has been used since the early 1980s.

How It watts

_

1. A patient lies down in a

[2. Patient is exposed to short
busts of powerful magnetic fields
and radio waves

cylinder surrounded by
electromagnets

3. The bursts stimulate
hydrogen atoms in the
pat e.nt's tissues to emit
signals

fr
4. Signals. analyzed
by a computer. create
a cross-sectional
image of body
structures and-organs
A tumor emits a
ii rrorpnt s'gnal than
iJe

•

$

Rev. James Cleveland, Grammy winner, dies at 9
Art;:a f'rarik:ir w 4s years o]Li
0. hen she ntsit Cleseland. He Lame
' •ro,r as ehoir direL :or at tier

..r.• at fironan Medical Center in
Nngeies He was 59.

and rnino:L1

•

the

where he

riorr.e

'Anyone who heard him, you
were tou;ned hy him, He was a
motivator. an innovator.- said
Miss Franklin. whose Grammy
winning 1972 album "Amazing
was produced by Cleve•rm thankft:1 that he touched
asel voiced Clescland Was
%.1."th, v.rit!ng fir arranging

L

Does stress lead to heart attack?
artie

'

400ki .
• Walk of
..orked w • Quincy
knight and li,!•• •

.

velar-id wort

GraM7111. for

In

Monday morning earthquake rocks
Guam registering 5.8 on Richtei
NIfiNLO PARK, Calif. (AP)
An earthquake rocked the Pacific
Ocean island of Guam, the U.S.
Geological Survey reported
Sunday.
The quake measuring 5.8 on the
Richter scale occurred at 12:15
a.m. Monday local time. or 9:15
a.m. EST Sunday, said survey
spokeswoman Pat Jorgensen.
There were no immediate reports
of injuries or structural. damage.
she said.
It was centered about 150 miles
northeast of the U.S. territory of
(11i:dm, near the island of Saipan.
I: was felt strongly by the peo-

thelr
Is,

DR. GOTT

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY

'Has ing C lie rcga•
iounded
Workshop of Amer.
o his greatest accomplishment. It
• A to 200 chapters with 2f1 n
mhers nationw idc.
lie is survived hy a daughter.
-LaShori, :nree sisters and a
nrother.
A funeral was set for Saturday at
.he Cornerstone Institutional Raphe also founded.
:1st C'•

Research
saves lives.
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1.11 1 1 0.with extra
r-sp.,
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E‘t.idrig, 114 'lir, An' spent eni:.ying
h0slio. pin-sults I iroup interests art
hut IA ,*I ii sclf indulgen•
TAI RI S
Ma!, 21!,
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tantiletn in '.1t,t.sk gmes
it,. ento.i.
'
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oilening iloors now that will ',ad
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1991
Camry

PUBLIC NOTICE

Is A

AM IA stereo a., styled stee
e.•
body s•cle mold.nT,

1{FICM-afilfqk
Town

„

•

r• IN.rtir

r.1.0 F

a

;.-,reter ta
.fu t

tii insure Nino. financial security,
,you.
re
lined 1)4 )IA tOeXtravagance

in spending'l'ou seem to tw acting at
ross 1/11MOSPS
1.E()

titiniettmes yOu niake gnuithose
statements Make sure you follow
through on promises made today to
• 10,
:e ties Evening hours favor get

bride, to.n.i, newri,,ircnt,
on you!

eritan Tradition.

1991 Cressida

1991 Tercel
,

1

sassene w" ".rrpac.
srakes

sc

'ea'

• ocking

$3,500

SALE PRICE '6,853

woo 10,
1991
Standard Bed Truck

1991 Previa DX
SALE PRICE

16,987

Dual air, power
windows, power
locks, tilt, cruise,
AM/FM stereo,
intermittent wipers, rear defogger.

ac to,. at 12.2% APR mot to% t

See
Greg Bradshaw
""41itopo
Bill Calvert
Aubrey Hatcher tei,
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden-Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran-Gen Mgr.

492-8348

AM/FM
'

SAVE

St7}'

Ingeborg
4
,

*3C2

kr,power windows, power locks

SALE
PRICE '7,549
3e
'led
sty 5
wall
e wipers

Pay,a,

re-•

KIDS EAT

FREE
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

152

00

0

:J- er
month

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menvi absolutely FREE Only two children per pay.;ng adult.

p..41 taw a/4,
,orra• 6.194 apptarild caad4

Bel-Air Center
753-0440
OF MURRAY

INC.

SIRLOIN
qa

sit

Extra responsibilities may arise in
connecthat with children now Evening hours are devote*to merriment
You'll b. making plans today for a
pleasure trip
SCORPIO
rrkt 23 to Nov 21i
You'll he tackling some household
bores now Dealings with bankers
and real estate people are favored. Be
sure that you're not taking something
1..r granted in business.

SAGITIARnus
22 to lieu. 21)

Concentrative powers are marked

11
Kathryn Outland, 753-1079

ti;Sept 22r

Progress is mixed on the yih today
After a sluggish beginning, you'll be
working extra hard to make un for
lost (Urn'

( Nov

orlit.

•(

Juts 2:1 to Aug 22)

LIBRA
(sew 2:3 toifrt

it.

MURRAY

SALE
PRICE '11,653

14€

sil)
;

won I be abii, to plat •t• hut. ii
trfattl III the voirds - id a person who
.'xaggerates Mit%
N 4)111'0' making
Harts
either for Ira!, el or
.1

l'ANCER
i.ltine
22)
Th,•ugh you'll be taking steps now

',tethers with friends
1 IRG()

f•

2,11,

American Heart
Association

The earthquake was monitored
lay 4 'survey's National Earthquake Information Service Center
in Golden, Colo.

Frances Drake

4,1 MINI

?rZ21,7CIN,

An earthquake of magnitude 5.
on the scale is capable of causing
considerable damage. A quake of
magnitude 6 can cause severe
damage.

Your Individual
Horoscope

41,1
1411111,1

w0

pie of Guam. We have reports that
items were knocked off shelves,"
Jorgensen said.
The Richter scale is a gauge of
the energy released by an earthquake as measured by the ground
motion recorded on a seismograph.

before noon and serious mental work
is favored then. A more relaxed mood
prevails later in the day.' Couples
make exciting plans together.
CAPRICORN
(Dec,22 to Jan. 19)
Your no-nonsense attitude coupled
with increased initiative bring you
gains in business today. However,
either you or a close tie tends to
financial extravagance now.

AQUARIUS
Oast 20 to Feb 18)You're serious-minded today but
confident as the day begins. Once
duties are out of the way, pleasure
seeking becomes paramount. You're
both adventurous and romantic now.

PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)

woo
wow

Use leisure"' time constructively.
Neither give in to worrying nor
escapism. You'll accomplish a lot, if
you apply your energies to what
needs to be done around the house.
., you BORN TODAY are creative
and . a tine communicator of your
ideas. You have an adventurous
approach to life and are always
willing to take a chance. You may
have a special talent for either acting
or brokerage Your ideas are always
progressive, hut there is some tendency for you to scatter your energies. Any fi Id imiolving the written
or spoken wordi. is your milieu.
Iiirthdate .o .. Alice Roosevelt Longworth, social figure; Abraham Lincoln, politician and Lorne Greene,
actor
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
1 900 226 0360
$1 a utlaute

9
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MSU to host self-esteem course
"Coaching Your Way to More
Positive Sell-Esteem,' a non-credit
community education course cosponsored by Murray State University
and Calloway County schools, will be
if fered this month on the university
,ampus.
The course will be held on three
consecutive Wednesday nights - Feb.
i 4, 20 and 27 - from 6 to 8 p.m.
4'iinducted by Dr. Concetta Culliver,

By Abigail

6'4

Rns

Van Buren

World War II Brides Say
`Yes!' to Starting Family

ocks

HEAR AliP,Y In response to
Mom or Not,- w ho debated whether
family behirt. her husband
.1%e, 1.11 combat duty iii The Per1;1111;1111

ports that
shelves,"

gauge of
an earthe ground
mograph.

gnitude 5.
if causing
quake of
C severe

ii

tir

H 191'2 Ile didn't skarn me to be
11.111'd %kith a Child it thi• wor.t
ciloild or( tor I told him I wanted a
ot hun

:1 child id his.

in case

prisoner- of‘s. a r iii Germany. We were
luuks

he survived to return home

:ifter t he I iberation. We had two more

5inti trirliv(•rsary next yt•ar. It wasn't
easy, hut I wouldn't change a thing.
l'AT FROM

honiher esplorlid ItlItIltialr, arid
II Ili 01
ciew
killed ire
i.antl% Eight months later our baby
horn

She is her father's

ilighter When I look :it her beaut

wEsrr vtioNNIA

71:
(560
0

smart, ss

ii -uccesshil

rioss happily.

hild

I

carrv mg his
me

during

the

Single par -

Iturden for nit..
pension \'. 1.. adt•quate.
,1 tine man who au

in hood ss .1- never 0

nil

iii

War

II We vere

tion cadet, arid we hiced the same
WI have a baby

oir not with :ill the uncertainties of
war. We rr•solved it intelligently

f
I ot

look up to their older

one

I er! our

I

minute. hase

i-ion

For me, it

e.1-% 1 - 111i1L4'

.1 fit likE.
CALIF'

DEAR DOROTHY:Read on for
more letters from readers who
had to make that decision:
I

AIWA"' laude arid
led during World War

,II
gruidiose
-I Al
e

f4)III /Vi

ttsIa

ii,

favt a- get

ik

I

vsere

'-'

I

got

pregnant. and

.ssr;ve

never

regretted it. Sign me .

(

CDNTENTED GRANDMA
IN

299 429

she and her husband should

Persian Gulf
and might not return. Her husband
.hould imestigate the local sperm
hanks and consider making a deposit before he leaves. And should he
not return. she'd have the choice of
bearing his child. That's what I did:
Sign rne
FARSIGHTED_ IN SACRAMENTO

fl4
ZACHARY
5A 7IN BON(-)P

ASSORTED VARIET

VALENTINE
CARDS

ZAC_HARf

4 '^i

VALENTINE VALENTINE VALENTINE MESSENGER
HEART
HEART
HEARTS
HEART

HEART
596

399

99

* * *

and %sere

ery niuch in love

lilted a ban.% in
-ea-.

I

begot shipped

.aid no. it %% Mild

h)<• (01)
{

1/011, alone while he

-inFriglands% a iting tote shipped
Gernian‘

By popular request. Abby share. more
of her fa.orite prize-..inning, easy to
prepare recipes. To order, send a long,
business•site, self-addressed envelope,
plus cheek or money order for S3.95 1E4.50
in Canada' to: More Favorite Itecipes by
Dear Ahhy, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 61054. iPostage

1 99

8
9
5

1/1/VVIPV/1/1/1/1/V1/1/111/1/1/,,,,,111/1/1/1/4PVVVIIIPWIP IFVV
FILM
DEVELOPING

COLD

*Alt
ENEMA

699 5

/ %tr., 'APLE'S

Valentine Special

iyiablt
yw

99
II•oh, Fr,',),

399

189
30 CT

279

• NURTURING
TREATMENT
• INSTANT
MISHINE BOOST

tyiable

FLEX FABRIC

BANDAGE

PINK
BISMUTH
TABLETS

94 1

•
COlk
today but
!gins. Once
iy, pleasure
runt. You're
nantic now.

"tro1'.4

tor

Handl 410.

37

speed
stock

CUTEX

.379

B I;AZTM
.....

DESIGN OR
STYLE GEL
16 OZ

"T\euriu • CHLORESTEROt
-

SIC
-. MENNEN
ic METAL
SPEED-STICK ,,t,91
DEODORANT -

774 177
• 8 OZ

LOTION

239 159

Pfliable
3 5 044.,,
-LATEX
mEDICArED
GLOVES CHEST RUB
OMB

2100

1 43

FOR 11
( «errprtre r. ,

I ompare Irr

It

- SOLO
; PARTY
tCUPS

i

!!!11kliable IF_Arelq midge
"

Large Pepsi (2 Straws!!!)
Plus...A Free Carnation!

Only

INATINUM-CHROME
DOUBLE EDGE BLADES

117

HYGENIC
CLEANSING PADS WART LIQUID

10
CT

CT

I ((impart. I. 11,111elfe —

7
Ornpare trr

0,

elteraert

IRISH
SPRING

119

PK

BABY OIL

269

1

oz
PLANTERS
CASHEW HALVES
10

RICH 8, CREAMY
OR
wITH 4.0E

369

tap, Ilad('"

10

Large Heart-Shaped Pizza

BABY
MAGIC

01.001,•1 9...

M-1.

FOAM
!i. BATH

your(bloke

1 73

>yaw

• AKA
• R,-_,sEwATEp
CALGON

STYliNC,

SPRiTZ OR VOLUME
SPRITZ • -7 02
MAXIMUM HOLD
HAIR SPRAY

399

frr Prpfrr

123

ALBERTO

EUCERIN
D.
SKIN
""
"
11

CONDITIONER
'5 01

24 CT

ASSORTED

VARIETIES

NAIL
POLISH
• REMOVER

QUEEN HELENE

17E11

,
4,
0

199

COLOR VIVE

pea*

ale coupled
bring you
. However,
LC tends to

599
400

LOREAL

lir

30

eCENTRA-

BABY WIPES

(._E:
.-, E;st,: - E

54:LE

99'

FOAM
VITE
BATH Imam' VITAMINS

RELIABLE

179

DENTURE ADHESIVE

DEXATRIM

HALLS PLUS

r rrergrrt1r

r.. Ile,'(

41 bankers

TUMS
169

'

• MENTHO LYPTUS
• CHERRY • HONEY LEMON

ACETAMINOPHEN

199

'

FLU

239

NON-AsOIRO
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Weatherford also designed software to apalyze research data for
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Murrayan Tim Weatherford is pictured with the CRAY-2-BASE Super Computer, which he used for research during his CO-OP Tours, at
NASA Langley Research Center.
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tace, I

Tionitored
al Earth:e Center

ariri I nuide
dding night

\ Al1 Force
•,at de( ision

When our baby girl was 2 months
old, I got word that Claude was
missing in action! I was devastated,
but thanked God I had a part of him.
I later got word that Claude was a

tne Global iropospheric Exper
ment in order to detect ozoi
depletion- in key areas of the *of
such as the Arctic and the AIlla/
Basin.
He is the first UK student ever
win the award, which is giv,
jointly by the Cooperative LI
tion Association (('EA) and t'
Cooperative Education Divisii
(CED) of the National Societ f
Engineering Education.
"We're delighted that Tim won
said Donna Hewett, director ,
cooperative education for engincc
ing and mathematics sciences
UK's college of Engineering. "1
award is a real honor for him, at
it speaks well for the er)ti
university."
More than 250,000 students It''
1,100 colleges and universities
the U.S. participated in cooperaft,
education last year, said Cr
Hughes, coordinator of cooperal -.
education at Drexel Universit?„
Philadelphia and chair of the ;•
CEA-CED judging panei
Weatherford, she said.. 'was
very strong selection. Wnat
done Is really amam ng

Tim Weatherford, a University
of Kentucky senior in computer
science, has been named national
cooperative education student of
the year.
Weatherford will, receive the
award, with a S1,000 cash prize, at
the National Cooperative Education
Association convention in Denver,
March 24 to 28.
He was chosen over 62 other students who submittcg essays and
recommendations from their colleges and the businesses or industries that employed them between
semesters of their classroom
studies.
Weatherford, of Murray is the
son of Larry and Janice Weatherford, was a cooperative education
student-worker at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Research Center in Langley.
Va.
While there, he created a robotic
vision system for automated guii.ed
darencethat
orn. will assist in the construction of Space Station

The fee for the course is $20. For
more information, call 762-4159 or
1-800-669-7654 (outside Calloway
County).

(De t.

ate

Weatherford named
student of the year

criminal justice professor at Murray
State, the course will provide information about how to understand the
meaning of self-esteem, how it develops negatively and positively and
how self-esteem can be improved.
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Defensive champs

Inside
Scoop

Racers stay alive with win over Eastern
By DAVID RAMEY
sow & TPtvios Most Sports Edttor
arm:
The Murray State Raeers
defensive about defending their
Ohio Valley Conference champion
sh!p Saturday night in Racer Are
na and scrapped out a 6452 sk :or over Eastern Kentucky
The win kept the Racers in the
re.z.ilar-season title chase. After
c•-,ttsinr.g the contest a game behind
and -Tennessee Tech. the Rac
1
now 6 2 ,r, leagae plas and
F astern for secon,:
-

.1

. ,.;•7171,.:!- a4,!-:
•
.7:-.0ther:r.g defense and the
Hnc,

with a tk...11, and fired a pass to
hail tonight
layup
r our ( obi,: for
"Vile'se hcer 1,7',C+A:'
.\r,.; I
Jnc' ke steal came from pre,leIk.'nse.- \CA 101'
game preparation Eastern Kenknew II wou:d
uses a 1ot of set plays out of
tnis game
in their offense, and Jones knew.
lioin teams star:cc:
exact!‘ what was coming.
1ror., 0! the standing
Ts,: got to thank the coaching
,-row,.1 of 5.650 Afivr the Ra,-ers
e went over their plays in
misst...d their first fise shoLs, t.ast. staff
err; Kentackv itiok tric crowd out 01 pra.t,;c. and they called the play.
and I knew what they were doing."
the ,:ontest hs-rnoyirg out to a "
Jon cs sa.d "I knew he was going
t)17.1
.70111 Jan
or 4
off the douand shoot the
I just stepped in front of
A s,orc '- s Scott As1arris
^ic
Ts ass !TOM JOrieS, elk: a
n.m anJ knocked the ball away."
it waN ;C part of what Newton
• \1St
The Ra;ers ,loss.k! the ,a;ect 'going to school on Eastern
&nrtg the week. Pie• hs
ken:
r.ur.
was one thing.
g.L
mc
• Johcs
sto7p,ng the Colonels was another.
•
71C
•(o
L1.d 1 77! .t: ?oh of getting
"eldS to play
"It was a
.2 L.a7i AC did 3
our ,Ictense. We
to t,grien it u7
7)`'.1k or never
,
ore.: f or tL
Al. hit

e

David
RAMEY

—
Assistant Sports rAitor
If imitation is the highest
form of flattery, then Paul
King's teammates gave their
own tribute to his career milestone Saturday night.
Murray's 64-52 victory over
Eastern Kentucky was the kind
of game Paul King loves: a
defensisciP struggle, with both
teams scrapping at each other in
a game the Racers had to have
if King was to become the first
person ever to win four straight
OVC Championship rings.
But King, the definition of a
clutch player during his career
(remember his 30-foot jumper
against Kansas in the NCAA
Tournament that kept the Racers
in the hunt?), also showed his
offensive flair in the game_ He
tossed in 14 points during the
contest, i‘hclikling his 10(Xlth
career points on a jumper from
the left baseline.
The defensive ace, who from
day one has been considered
one of the best defenders in
Murray State history, becomes
only the 15th player in school
hp li satto
caryu'. to reach the 1,000-pomt

wtth

iouiing out, a • a? 11 1H
riti•rA ous in the
rnatihuup. The
•.7L.V. shooting teams
ied all night
the Racers hitLIST only 45
aw'ul 22 per'C second

"It feels good, but most
important, I'm just happy that
we won the game tonight,King said. "Every game from
here on out is a must-win for
the Racers, and I'm much happier that we took care of business tonight.The game and his performance was vintage Paul King,
In addition to scoring 14 points.
NIurray's Paul King tosses in two of his 14 points during MS1's 64-52
he blocked two shots, handed
bictory mer Eastern Kentucky Saturda? in Racer Arena: King scored
out two assists, had two steals
his 1,000th career point during the Murray State win.
and pulled down five rebounds.
His list of defensive victitns
through the years is impressive.
Michigan State coaches told
,ontest with EKU. The 90-point
She also pulled down 13 .Racer coaches after last year's
NCAA Tournament game that
performance was a season high for rebounds, as MSU led the battle on
King's defense against Big Ten
the Lady Racers.
the glass 59-42.
Player of the Ycar Steve Smith
"We have the potential to be a
EISU's Janet Goodin led the
was the best they had seen all
very good up-tempo team, but it's
Lady Colonels out of the gate, tossyear.
in
eight
points
as
EKU
jumped
ing
what we create in our defense, with
While his defensive abilities
18-10
lead.
Murray
State
out
to
an
our aggressiveness and our intensithen used a 17-2 run of its own, overshadow his offensive play,
:y on defense." Breateale said.
his entire worth is well-known
Murray State also used one of its keyed by good defense and nice
to
Racer coach Steve Newton.
30-20
work
in
transition
to
take
a
strengths, shooting 45 free throws
"What a tribute to a defenlead on a lay-up by Jennifer Parker
and sinking 31, including record
sive stopper to reach an Offenwith 8:41 left in the first half.
performances from Michelle Wensive milestone," Newton said.
led
by
11
when
Tawnya
MSU
ring. Still nursing a sore ankle,
"He's
a guy that for four years
two
free
throws
to
put
Pierce
hit
Wenning set school marks for
has
given
himself up for the
in
with
1:29
left
MSU
on
top
43-32
attempts and free throws made,
team. He's put his body on the
gompsi17-cif-27 from the stripe on the half, but EKU tossed in three
line to stop the other team's
ner wit) to a game-high 23 points. (.Cont'd on page
top gun."
He's also made the tramihormation in the last four years
from a quiet freshman to a
frustrated vet and now to a
•r.sponcled with nine straight points.
Elsewhere Sunday, No. 4 Indiana
team leader. The trip was not
'I think Arkansas will be there defeated Purdue 81-63, No. 5
easy, as he spent some time in
Yvlarch,•' UNLV's Greg Anthony
Arizona escaped No. 14 UCLA
Newton' doghouse early in the
said "They've got a great deal of 105-94 in overtime, No. 6 Duke
1989-90 season when he was
:alent. I think they just need some downed No. 19 Louisiana State
benched at Evansville.
more experience in some more big
RX-70 and Wake Forest heat tio. 11
But the two talked .out their
tames."
Virginia 74-66
differences, and King's turnaround was a vital key to last
year's Racer success.
He's now the team leader,
the co-captain who, along with
Greg Coble, sets the tone for a
against a team like Kentucky,"
Feldhaus' two free throws tied the blue-collar club.
said State coach Richard Williams.
"It wasn't really a big adjustgame at 80-all with 1:10 to play.
- We're still in the hunt. For at
ment to become the leader of
Cameron Burns hit a free throw
leasCone more game. we're still in
with 37 seconds to play to give the team. I played under some
Mississippi State an 81-80 lead. great leaders myself like Jeff
it
Doug HartSfield and Todd Merritt Martin and Don Mann. Coming
Kentucky had a chance to -Ile
State in the final six seconds. But
each made the second -half of two- in as a freshman, I watched
Scan Woods, thinking his team
shot opportunities in the final 21 those two and Chris Ogden and
trailed by two points, drove for a
seconds to push the Bulldogs into a I've tried to think back to cerlay:up instead of taking a 3-pointer.
three-point lead with six seconds tain spots and think about what
they did. I think the team has
"It was a great comeback, but a
left.
disappointing ending for us," PitiFeldhaus led Kentucky with 19 adjusted to mc being a leader."
And like Martin. Mann and
no said "We have a 3-point play
points, Woods and Jamal Mashburn
for that situation, and practice it
had 12 apiece and Reggie Hanson Ogden before him, and much
like Newton, King's is leaderevery day. It was just human
error."'
Kentucky, which is on probation ship by example.
"I try to be a teacher, and
Dcron Feldhaus and reserve
and not eligible for the SEC title,
help out some of the younger
Todd Bcarup, who scored all 12 of
fell to 973 in the conference and
might
hte
not
h do it in a
hgeulyps.
his points in the second half, had
17-5 overall. It was the third
rallied Kentucky after the Wildcats
straight season that the Wildcats vocal way, but I try my best to
fell behind 62-50 with 9:48 to play. lost by one point at Humphrey.
everyone,"
said.

Lady Racers win second straight in league; crush EKU
By DAVID RAMEY
',now &sot Scrono Editor
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UNLV continues dominating foes, whips Arkansas
▪

By The Associated Press
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This Week's Special
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Friday night

Buffet

Bar-B-0 Abs Pond Raised Catl
1
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Cc -r-y Pia- I
Food Bar Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045

II

Coming Soon...

diAa.

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
Cali for Quotes

Tim Herndon

INSURANCE CENTERep
Sycamore St

OF MURRAY

753-8355

Premiere
health and Fitness Club
A Sot's.14,
v
o.

University Square

759-9999
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SCOREBOARD

Soccer

"See me for all your family insurance needs

A clinic for Murray Calloway County Soccer
Association relerses will be held the weekend,
id 16 17, at the Army Reserve center Clinic
hours are from 8 am - S pm Saturday and
3pm Sunday For more info(
from 9am
maxim, contact Doug VanderMolen, 759 9726

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century '21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There
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MURFREESBORO, Tn - Siebert Straughri
'annihilated a Murray Slate University school
record in the 200 meter sprint Saturday during
an indoor men's track meet at Middle Tonnes
see State University Straughn won the event in
21 34 while teammate Terry Harewood was
second in 21 82, both times under the previous
record of 22 00 Straughn also set a school
record in the 55 meter dash, finishing 3rd in
6 38. arid was a member of the mile relay team
which set a new school marlin that event, win
her members of the miie
fling in 3 11 42
relay team were Eustace Isidore, Stevon
Roberts and Harewood MSU defeated MTSU
66 42. beat Western Kentucky 66 33 and
downed UT Chattanooga 72 27 We had a fan
tastic meet,' said MSU track coach Stan
Narewski Robens also won the 400 meter
dash in 4190
•Heather Huhn of Murray State University set a
new meet arid Confocation Center record in the
5000 meter run during a women's invsationai
track meet Saturday at Arkansas Stale Univer
say in Jonesboro, Ark Huhn shattered the old
record of 22 43 24 set only one year earlier
when she won the event in 18 10 34 Huhn also
ran on the MSU 8 3200 meter relay team
which won their event in 10 04 04 while the
MSU A team finished second Deceit Jackson
also picked up a win in the shotput with a throw
of 44,4 114
MOSCOW - Serge Bubka of the Soviet Union
brOile his own world :ndoor pole vault record on
Sunday. cleanng 19 feet, 117, inches at the
Soviet winter track championships in Volgo
grad Soviet speedwalker Franz K Minchar,r
also set a world record, covering 5,000 melees
in 18 minutes, 23 88 seconds Minchainin's
time broke the record of 18 27 10 set by Mikha
Shchennikov of the Soviet Union at Budapes.
Hungary, on March 5, 1989

Boxing
NEW YORK - Terry Norris spoiled Sugar Ray
Leonard's Madison Square Garden party Satur
day night, twice knocking down the winner of
live world championships and beat ng It inap
over 12 rounds to retain his WBC Super wel'er
weight championship This was my last'grit,
the 34 year old Leonard said after the One
sided decision was announced Noes, 23
knocked Leonard down in the second aid
seventh rounds Judge Barabara Perez scri,ed
it 120 104, Sid Rubenstein ca,ed
arid Silty Costello had,t 116 ' a,. to, NG"

Basketball
CHARLOTTE, NC - Charles Barkley. a reiuc.
tare AU Star, showed no reluctance to go to the
basket Sunday The powerful forward for The
Philadelphia 76ers, playing on a stress fracture
in his left loot, became the MVP with 17 points
and 22 rebounds, leading the East to a 116 114
victory That was the mast rebounds of any Aut
Star since Wilt Chamberlain grabbed 22
1967. but five short of Bob Pettit's 1962 record
Barkley wanted to skip the All Star game to rest
his ailing loot but was ordered by the NBA to
appear He also asked to back out of last year's
game in Miami, but was also encouraged to
show up The West, trailing by two points, went
for a win at the end Kevin Johnson launched a
3 point try that appeared to be falling short
before teammate Karl Malone t,pped the bail
The can of 'basket interference gave the F sat
possession with 2 9 seconds let arid Michael
Jordan rat' dut the clock
• • • •
CHARLOTTE, NC - Craig Hodges put or a
dazzling shooting display, sinking his first 19
3 point shots in the semifinals Saturday night
and going on to win his second straight long
distance championship at the NBA's All Star
weekend Hodges, only 20 of 49On 3 pointers
during the season for the Chicago Bulls, shat
treed the contest mark of 11 in a row set by
Larry Bird in 1986 Hodges then made nine
straight as he beat Portland's Terry Porter
17-12 in the final
•In the NBA's slam dunk competitor, Dee
Brown of the Boston Celtics got pumped up
Saturday night and outpointed Seattle's Shawn
Kemp for the championship Brown, a 22 year
old rook* from Jacksonville, influenced the
tudges with a little more vanety to become the
Sixth ditto:trent winner in the eight years of corn
petition Brown opened the chair piorship round
by pinning one ball to the back of the rim
against the backboard As he dunked another
eas, he used his free hand to pull the other bal
free and then ammed it It took two tries
•Meanwhile, David Thompson had a game high
12 points to lead the East to a 41-34 victory_
over the West in the Legends Classic, the
opening event on the league's All Star Saturday.
card George Gervin led the West with 11
points, all coming in a row over the closing five
minutes of the opening half, which ended seth
the East ahead 23 20

Baseball
NEW YORK - Wally Joyner set an arbitration
record when arbitrator Gil Vernon awarded the
California Angels first baseman a salary of $2 1
million for the 1991 season It was the first $2
million salary ever awarded in arbitration and
broke the previous record of 61.975,000. which
Don Mattingly of the New York Yankees set in
1987 Andre Dawson, Lonnie Smith and Benito
Santiago all went to hearings requesting $2 mui
ion salaries, but they lost their cases While
Joyner won. Philadelphia shortstop Dick* Thor
and Cleveland second baseman Jerry Browne
lost Browne's case also was decided by Ver
nor, who picked the Indians' offer of $800,000
over his request for $1 I million Arbitrator Reg
Alleyne chose the Phillies' Offer of $1 25 moon
over Thon's request for $1 7 million

Jane Rogers 753-9627
High school scores
enrS

14-^

Cliff

Curd a wide receiver 101 (Wildlife College
recently won the 1990 Best Freshman Offense
Award during the teams annual awards ban
quel Curd a former standout Cl Calloway
County High School was the teams leading
receiver in t990 and was named to the All Mid
South Conference (second team)

•

Golf
INDIAN Will S Calif
Corey Pavin stunned
Iris li4ihd Mark O'Meara with a 40 foot chip in
for bad* on the first playoff hole Sunday to win
the 90 note, lour course St 1 million Bob Hope
Classic After they both birdied the 90th hole,
Pavin arid 0 Meara were tied at 331, 29 under
par, break,ng the PGA Tour record of 333 set
by lanny Walkies and Craig Stadler in 1985
T.rn Simpson, who finished at 332 after a 67,
also broke the old record Pav,n, who earned
$198000 shot a 7 under 65 on Sunday, whim
o Meara tired a 67 Or the first playoff hoc
o Meara drove the fairway and Pavin hit into
trouble under overhanging trees Pavel had to
play a low Shot out and feh his approach in the
rough 40 feet from The cup 0 Aileara pitched
Onto the green, about 15 feet from the hoie, bu'
missed Its birdie putt
• • • •
TAMPA, Ha - Boo Charles, capitalizing tor
the second tine ii three years when misfortune
struck hs placg parteer on the 17th hole, beat
toe f,ten^o and George Archer by lour strokes
on Sunday !O err the $450,000 Suncoast
Classic senor tourramen, Charles won the
1989 tournament after 'eader Dave Ftll triple
bogeyed 'he the par 5, 549 yard 17th He won
oh Sunday when Trevino did the same Cr es
S'o, a 2 under par 70 to finish at 2,0 6
par It was s t6th ,, ,C,Ory in six seasce's D,
serilor PCA Tcer and was worth V/ SS':
!rev -no **,0 started !he roan()
OH^
Cnaf'es, finished vrth a /3 and
George Archie who snot 70 a, 2'4
• • • •
1 At)1,4
! ('a
net. pan e
!iadoi
chahenoes Py Nancy t oper arid I aura Ba,,gr,
n,retris or
''a, eight hole., a
if ar
day to w r ire
Phar Mor C ass c
Dar e s•
a'
ro,r1 69 'or a 7 .,hder 209
and a 'cc shot ,,L'ory o.er I °pet who was

Horse racing
SAN

RANCiSCO
•u Type
Grade I varies t.,e'cre b-5 SeaSO,was
ender, by
edged o-it Sent menial
Go or Wand 'or the F c' pse Award as
Horse o' tne Year Cal ..met Farm's 5 year art
sort of Aiydar won seven of If Sld,
IS before aOU1 Oh T'
r,6 Breeders
C ass
ic Go for Wand winner of sr Grade I staves
cow, ii reds'-e•c; in
Pe'Ore
Gsfait was voted top 3 year oc
fie, Kentucky Derby winner UhOrded also a
fira ,s; for, Horse 0 'he Yea, was vOteirltc
3 yea' ad col or gelding Crag F'erret whs
won the Derby aboard U^bric,im and was the
^at On S re nn,rg-eS' rider ir s'akeS races was
voted Outstanding Jockey Carl Natzger, *no
trained tinted ed was voted tra re' of 'he year
and F ranctei Geyer, owner of Unbro ed was
voted top owner Voted best 2 year old coft, was
F So F rf.G.. a cof,r hc, hg *,rner of 1,e weed
ens Cup Ju ,e-tr„e Meadow S:ar a peeec
/ Or 7 r •
was named 'op 2 year Old ii
Voted fop sor ree was tiouseti,ster who was
,neefeafee
i•ju r so,n'S lisa greekiome was
voted top ma e f.,r' horse and laugh And He
Merry the 't.74-, female
fral io,r

Pro hockey
Since John Kotic has )oxied 1' a WashrgtoCapitals, he easn t scored a goal Bt he Cap
*ars coumr oe nappar veth n.s perto
,
tnance
He's certany fulfilled its role to a T
Washington general manager David Poile sac
after vratch,hg Kordic lend nis
to a 5 2
v.ctory over the Ph iarlelphia Flyers or Sunday
In a game that res...J'ted ir 294 oena,y m 'rule',
Kordic accumulated 22 01 them Ken Sabounn
another tough guy acquired by Washington last
month for his physical play, had 17 as me
teams combined for the most penalty minutes in
Capital Centre history It surpassed the 240
minutes by the same learns in March 1982 The
NHL record for most penalty minutes by two
teams in a'game is 406 set by Minnesota and
Boston on Feb 26, 1981 Getting tough, phys,
cal players like those guys allows the other
players to play their game wfth a little more of a
secure feeling,- Capitals coach Terry Murray
said Kordic, acquired from Toronto, has had 58
penalty minutes thus fat 'They brought me
just doing
here for a reason," Kordic said '
what they want me to do I'd like to think it's
helping out" Between lights, Kevin Hitcher
had a goal and two asests to help the Capitals
to their third straight victory
•In other NHL games, it was Buffalo 2, Win
nipeg 0, Boston 7, Quebec 4. New Jersey 2.
Vancouver 0, and Hanford 3, Chicago

•

Murray State Lady Racer Tawnya Pierce goes up for two of her nine
points in Murray's 90-65 victor oyer Eastern Kentucky Saturday in
Racer Arena.

Lady Racers
(Cont'd from page 10i
straight to close the half at 43-36.
A jumper from Kelly Cowan
brought the Lady Colonels to within five, hut Allison Gallimore
reported in for the Lady Racers,
and the Vialk-'on freshmen from
Henry County, Tenn. scored on a
3-point play. After a Cowan bucket
and one from Wenning, another
layUp put MS1: up
ten.
t: got as close as eigh\1Le
more when Cowan hit a Jumper
from I feet with 1206 left..ht.1

Racers ...
(Cont'd from page JO)
poise," Newton said. "I:
win for us."
Jones' 24 was joined by 15 from
Frank Allen and 14 from Paul
King, including his 1,0(X1th career
point. John Jackson didn't score
but pulled down 13 rebounds.
Derek Reuben led the Colonels
with 11 points.
NEXT: Murray State hosts
Morehead State tonight at 7:30
EASTERN KENTUCKY (52)
S.riclar 3 5 1 3 7, Bell 24 34 7. Smit 3-8
1-2 7 Greathouse 4805 11, Reuben 05 2
1, Krider 1-1 00 2 Baker 0-0 0 0 0, C Bro n
1 4 0 0 2, A Brown 0-0 0-0 0, J Allen 24 4
8, Ross 3 8 1 2 1, Riley 0-0 0 0 0 Totals 19-41
10 22 52
MURRAY STATE (64)
Coble 2 7 2-2 7, Jackson 0 3 0-4 0, Jones
10 22 4 5 24, K.ng 4-9 5-11 14, F. Allen 4-12
710 15, Gumm 1-3 0-0 2, Wilson 0-0 0-0 0
Adams 1 2 0-0 2, Stvils 0-0 0 3 0 Totals 22 58
18 35 64
Hatfirne-Murray St 27, E Kentucky 25
3 point goals-E Kentucky 4-14 (Greathouse
3-5, Allen 1-3, Reuben 0-1, C Brown 0-1, Ross
0-2, Sinclair 0 2), Murray St 2-11 (Coble 1 ,3.
Kfrig 1-4, Gumm 0-1, Allen 03) Fouled
J Allen Rebounds--E Kentucky 38
(Bell, Greathouse, Ross, Reuben 6), Murray St
39 Jones 15) Assists--E Kentucky 8 (Sinclair
3), Murray St 12 (Jones, Jackson 3) Total
louts-E
Kentucky 26, Murray St 19
Technicals-E Kentucky bench, Sinclair
A--5,550

•••

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

I
'AS1
scoreless Hr
.
ing a 16-pi),111 edge, !qt,it7,.
the COnteSt h\
fAurra.x's /0%,_ •
Colonels oft haiariL,
shot Just 26 percent
in the second half: 34
the game. Their shoo•.•
extended to the
where the‘ wt.:7
percent.
MSL connected on.
from the floor in the
while shooting 45 percent 'or
game.
p, 7
Angie Waldon scored
and pulled down 10 re)ot,:•:d,. !
season .highs Gal,iinore
4c pi Li•
entered the game x
per game average, tossud
six-of-nine shooting.
Pinson added 10 points a:.d
assists for the Lad.y Racers.
"I don't think one plaer
stood out, it sas a it:am
BreaLeale said. "I think' o
game played a lot beL',L:r,
ouLside people showed g.
and shot selection We a
our press more effectively.'
Cowan's 17 leti Pastern K,'
lucky, while Am:H,' C
.16 and Cherl

k(1.1 11‘SKI.T1t t1.1.
1)(11 B1.1.111..thl

WANTED
Baseball Players
13-14 yr. old
traveling team
now forming!
Seeking Players

Ihi' Siumcav.

WI 753-3822
or 759-1676
Ask For Kenny

l't

1991
Dodge Spirit

1991
Plymouth Voyager

„taigniQ.
110.0111111.11r

uppmiummiimor

List Price $15454,0(1
Peppers Disc. 967.09
411011111=111.1111&/ Fact. Reb.
500.00
Sale Price

1991 Dodge 0-150
Full Size
13,98691
Pick Up Sale

#100216
2.5 Liter EFI - Automatic Transmission - Air
Conditioning - Rear Window Defroster - Light
Package - Power Liftgate Release - 7 Passenger
Seating - Luggage Roof Rack - Deluxe Sound
Insulatton - Dual Mirrors - AM/FM Stereo - Nita!
Clock - Deluxe Wheel Covers - Delay Wipers - gear
Wiper/Washer

Dodge

Questions
on Leasing?
v
Subt+1.10,
o.

The Top Twenty-Five

Example
#100021

List Price
$147486,00
Peppers Disc, 1,285.75
Fact, Reb.
1,500.00
Sale Price

$11,699'

318 V-8 - Automatic Transmission - Air Conditioning Tilt - Cruise - AMIFM Stereo - Chrome Bumpers - Full
Size Spare - Cloth Bench Seat - Full Carpeting - 6x9
Chrome Mirrors - 7170 Warranty
"Whatever it takes,
we want to be your car & truck company"

List Price
$12-,964.00
Peppers Disc. 780.10
Fact, Reb.
1,000.00
Sale Price

W#.i

$11,173'

2.5 Liter - Fuel Injection - 3 Speed Automatic
Transmission - Air Conditioning - Tilt Steering Electronic Cruise Control - Front & Rear Floor
Mats - AM/FM Stereo w/4 Speakers - Rear
Defroster - 50/50 Split Bench Seat - Tinted Glass
- 7170 Warranty - Drivers Air Bag
Dodge Truths

1100111•0

4111.
ilit)Ni I R

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-748-8816

Plymouth

Noel N. Hatman
Finance & Lease Mgr.

DIVIVON 04
HPYSLIFIR morons

PEPPERS .4,
2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

1-800-748-8816

Eagle

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus fax title, license and doc fee after rebate

Sr

•

•
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ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY
offering
is
now
frames
HaWield
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-8M09

✓

VCR Service
\II lir tnti.
Ward-Elkins

" LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER

ALLIANCE

753-1713

V
Scnd a nit:\\age
to ‘our svieetheart
141 J L a5e Imre

Pam's Cake Hut

025
Personals

V alentine , Da)
+

Special

Wart tor I /ilk

61

MORE Desert Storm and
USA Flag shirts also flag
patches available at Faye s
nee to Wel Mart

s7.99
. • clefs
759-4492

IP

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

NEW in Hophinsvilie The
Magnolia Home Provides
home erlironment for
those needing limited as
sistance and care This
beautiful and spacious
home provides privacy as
sistance and companion
ship The Magnolia Home
is not a nursing home yet
provides home care for its
residents 5,02 885 6470
rie3

Last
And Found
Answer,to Prevtous Pi+zzle

ACROSS

FOUND small white te
mak; dog on Farmer Ave
2491 Call 753 4217 or
753 5675

11.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ACT NOW
Excellent
wages' Spare time as
sembly Easy work at
nome No experience Call
1 504 641 7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours including
Sunday
BABYS;ITER in Kirksey
area tor 2mo old Need
days Mon Toes Wed
beginning March 11 In
yourhorrie Must be loving
gentle and affectionate
499 2895
DRIVERS Must be 18
years c* age Have own
vehicie and proof of insur
ance Appy in person at
Dominoes Pizza

An-

Recoznize th s
nifty "f If 71"
nurse,
Happy Birthday.
Pam A-

Lean For less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Tro Fosii Vtpier
'IV
telZ 5214 06 mo •
Cal Gene at 753-2617
loI$ Tax. Tee & License
de Ila Closed End Lease

I

1
(.47

Y-

Ant

FYN NAVE NOW!!
4.,

,,P-41161.

—

1'

"C-

44....

MAWP
ON Ptli.E 3:

.

• 5.,

ifl

P.
:

/sr

EMPLOYMENT opportuni
ties are now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
sr.nool graduates through
the Joo Training Partner
stip Act Program Employ
rnent protie screenings wit
be heid on February 14 For
an appcintmert call
759 '965
EXPERiENCED LPN for
medical doctors office Also
needed combination
secretary receptionist with
experience ir medical in
surance dictation and
bookkeeping References
required S(ind resume to
PO Boo 749 Murray Ky
42071
EXTRA INCOME -91'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty. salit items
Fa more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Boo 602139 North
Miami f L 33'2€1,
JOB OPPSulr'ofirTIES IN
aoSTRALTA Openings
.1.
in several areas
•trair
Fa info call
OM 7428620 ett 1126
MAINTENANCE helper
Temporary may work into
full trne or part time pos;
bon Prefer general mainte
nance experience and
background 'Apply in per
son at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr
E06

o

A

EASY WOrk Excellent Pay ,
Read books at home Call
1 900 947 7878 or Write
PASE 1870. 161 Lincoln
way N Aurora IL 60542

MANAGER-Trainees Due
to tremendous increase in
business arid further corpo
rate expansion we re.look
ing for career minded indrvi
duals in the local area
More specifically th060 who
'.a.e a strong desire to
-.prove their talents and
abilities We offer
'Fast advancement
$375 per week for mane
ger trainees
*S500 $750 per week for
tst revel management
• working conditions
9arn 5pm, Mon Fri
excellent retirement plan
To qualify for an interview
please alr 7535986 Ma)
Toes .9am 5pm Ask for
Allan Grogan No phone
interviews please

••-

'

eh%

CIE•p
•

/
1
4 , rV
110
Alf
,-, ..3.- ....i•,-

.-

er -

..).-au

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a 1ob'7 A
GE 0” Hope for the future')
You may quality if •You do
not have your GED of high
*DOI4J4J; ;34.44,011a1 •Yau ell ti
between the ages of 16 Si
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out 01 School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a rn
NEED personal Computer
owners to work at home
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call recorded message
1 615 664 1077
RELIABLE babysitter
weeded for 13rno baby
Call 759 45.3 or 753 5129
Ask for Cathy
MANAGEMENT
R N
POSITION with well estab
1ished Home Health
Agency in Paris area Good
Salary and Benefit Pack
age Days Car Allowance
Options for additional in
come available Contact
Warren
at
Ms
or
90 1 3 5 2 7 9 1 3
1 800 628 0191
SUMMER Employment
Resident advisors to pro
vide residence hall supervi
sion for $19dents must be
21 years of age, have 2
years college, and expel
ence in supervision of Stu
dents Computer teacher
and lab coordinator Tutors
tor English math science
and history All applicants
mast have minimum GPA
of 30 Send letter of app'
cation resume and trail
script to Upward Bound
Murray State University
Murray KY 42071 by
March 9 1991 EOE M F
THE Corer Journal is
looking for a sett motivated
person in Murray to deliver

one of our

morning routes

have a reliable car
Must be able to come up
with a $400 cash bond It
Interested call David Hus
sey at 1 800 866 2211
Must

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check gUaran
teed Free details wr te
SD 12610 'Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 917f

BEDROOM furniture
dresser with mirror nigh
stand and twin bed $225
Peachograyiwhite twin
comforter with 2 peach bat
leer. velanoti $40 full b,161
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 300n
avocado electric stove
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm
COUCH and chair, gun ca
binet
office desk
753 9822
SUPER single waterbed
Bookcase headboard hea
ter pad chemicals and
rails $150 753 4359 after
3pm
Days
TWIN- beds
753 9479 evenings
759 1509

HOME and office cieaning
References furnished Call
489 2266

ANTIQUES by the piece ra
collections Call 753 9433
after Sprn
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We veil
remove 527 2932
MARINA bait tackes gas
etc 402 895 5545
USED and antique turni
glass tools gulls
961 6426296

lure

9x12 BLUE'white oriental
$75 like new
rug
1 345 2605
BABY crib and mattress
two sets of garage door
sarigs 7594509
KiRBY Vacuum repair
bags belts and hoses New
and used vacuum cleaners
Jerry s Sporting Goods 6th
and Walnut Mayfield Days
nights
247 4704
247 6663
%1111.101SAIRES A111.
1.11(iNaIRES PANG Bt RN'S CANDY IS BACK
l's Sit RRAY. Charlie's
Safe I Pharmacy
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
ter 6prn

„

s.4 S •_2ca7. •

S

r,-

-uses...de /

,

14x70 3 BEDROOM 1
bath mobile home Gas
heat central air storm win
dows curtains refrigerator
dishwasher garbage dis
posal Underpinning ser
vice pole axles Excellent
condition 753 0023
24,148 3br 2 bath gas heat
air, new carpet $7000
759 9308
MUST sell 1985 IWO
mobile home on rented lot
in Coach Estates 3br
1 a bath unfurnished or
cept stove and refrigerator
well kept $10 200 or best
offer 759 1552

Sewing
Machines
1990 SINGER open arm
sewing machine Like new
Buttonholes monogram
even sews on button Sold
for over $350 pay balance
of $7960 or assume pay
ments of $14'mo Phone
credit manager 753 3316

RED Belly Ford New tires
and paint overhaul on mo
tor Excellent condition
435 4263

.

Mobile
Homes For Rent

2BR 2 bath large privatt,
lot 7 miles oast of Murray
Call Lindsey Beane
436 2592

2BR trailer rent $200 mo
also small cottage
$100,mo 436 5005
FURNISHED New Con
cord $85 (no 436 2427

Sports
Equipment
270 MODEL 700 Reming
ton BDL 4 16 Charles
Daily scope Tritronic OFFICE
complex
(electric) correctional col
1600sq ft Central heat air
iar 759 1084 e
;ample parkaig, security
system $550-per mo Con
210
tact Kcpperud Realty
753 1222 or 753 3.372

Firewood
AlA Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492 8254
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086

FIREWOOD fa sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758
WOOD for sale 753 9745

no
OLD upright piano Good
condition needs tuning
753 9986 1 30 9prn

50(

Want
To Rent
WANTED to rent private
trailer lot 753 99C2 after
2pm

1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
'shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2 BEDROOM 1 car garage
$275(mo upstairs 1602
Main St 762 2025
2BR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109

FARM(' flitItCArs,
sale' .94¢ sale' 1#‘ salt
Country Remnants 11•±,
mt,h41 Draffensille.
(next to Fionanta, Marshall
Count y
i()am
pan, Mtal
Sat

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSES-in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
tons otter silver dollars and
proof sets a full Ione of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
any 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
7534161
WOODEN storage build
wigs 8o16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
'rigs 502 247 7831

-

;ARSON
BUSINESS card special
1 000 one color ink busi
ness cards only S20 two
color only $24 JHC Advertising & Supply call
759 1602
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
•Accident •Criminal •Ceit
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales set
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
WANT a faster refund"
Why pay more for elec
Ironic filing, Our prices
start at $20 00' Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425

3BR
Utirvi
frig(
$30(
753
Elam

3BR
Avail
plus
759
lam

4 BE
base
even

2BR duplex Westwood Dr
Dishwasher central HA,
washeedryer hookup Re
decorated Yard mowing
provided $350 759 4979
753 8859

NEW
2br
heat
plan
Goo
RE

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
5160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

3BR family room living and
dining room Central RA,
stove and refrigerator No
Pets 492 8634
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central RA, appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898
Fl;l:11,
,rSHED 2br apart
merit with carport central
H A 753 6609
LEASE Clean small 2br
apartment
with ap
pliances Close to post of
Sce park college Avail
able immediately $190 per
month 489 2741
NEW 2br duplex Appliances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530
DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
Uprversity 21fx appliances
$275 mg Call 753 8096 or
753 2633.

AK(
breei
Poo
615

HAV
mani
train

Prof(
(yrs s
12 y

RE A
hour
ing

KOP
furs
Real
wide
hot
753
1 81
7111

SEL
audt
tact'
Si
son

ChM THE ROCK9
:ts easy

.en you're working for The Prudential a
company sled in The 100 Best Companies to Sell
For• We give you the tools to start out with - top of the line training and financial support And then
your drive and concern about others do the rest
Rick Martin, Manager
to Sala /
• -"/G
;•3553 Park Plaza Rd
INA L
to..t31111
,
4;C
Cry
Pa,
Mos, II
▪
Paducah, Ky 42001
Sara or, Nom n, '1144
1-800-264-0950
Be a part of The Rock,'

ThePrudentia14/
kt.

sim. as ..•••eas -.a-ow a a

s

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we oiler an excellent Medi
care Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. "Ibis benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% of the $100 Part-H deductible.
,Part- B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.
Fnir mom,

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal

Savings Building
--F'ree total claim sr-nice

SONTAN booth 753 3488

c,

2 BI
miles
941
sit 1

28R duplex in Northwood"
$295/mo 759 4406

240
Idisc•Ilarmoue

TAKI
SOC111
apart
room
r4
502

2BR water and appliances
furnished 753 0087 after
5pm

SHADY Oaks
2 or 3lar
electric or gas Walking dts
tance to college 753 5209

200

TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964

2BR duplex Northwood
$350eno 759 4406

280

A FIREWOOD for. sale
437 4667
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs °seen
e rice References supplied
435 4146

12'65 2BR 2 bath washer
dryer refrigerator with ice
maker Great for room
mate Only $5600 Most
sell, 759 9703 753 6425

181

aaafts.

THE FAR SIDE

Business
Rentals

Homes For Sale

Notice

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
Position Opening for.

LOAN OFFICER
S Degree in Business, Agriculture, or
related field OR
'Four years of successful professional
selling and credit analysis experience
•Agricultural knowledge and background
required
'Position located in Murray, Kentucky
'Salary commensurate with education
and experience
Applications will be taken from February 7
• February 12 at the Employment Services Office, 319 S 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky between the hours of 8 00 a.m
and 4 30 pm
EEOC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

•

2BR
heat
tern
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Apartments
For Rent

Homes
For Sale

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 41 13 EHO

3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30s Call
753 4801

on! private
9962 after

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
(Adams wheel chair ac
cosset:4e For sale or lease
753 3293

CUSTOM built brick 2br
2 BEDROOM house 12
home with full basement
miles from Murray on East
Low maintenance easy to
94 $200/month plus depo
keep Attached carport plus
Sit 1 354 6729
detached garage/shop
38R 1 h bath 2 blocks from City water, city SOWEN large
University Steve and re lot $35,000 Sound good
It is Call Kopperud Realty
frigerator furnished
$300/mo plus deposit 753 1222
753 4845 Mon Fri,
EXTREMELY well kept
8am 4 30pm
waterfront home in Ke
3BR house sale or rent mane 3 bdrs 2 baths fire
Available Feb 8 $250/mo place and greenhouse are
plus deposit No pets lust some of the nice tea
759 1894 or 759 4641 Wil lures $60's MLS 12512
lam Schindler
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
4 BEDROOM 2 bath with
basement Days 753 9479
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
evenings 759 1509
HOMES avaiiarrii from govNEWLY remodeled large
ernment from ft without credit check You repair. Also
2br house Central gas
tax delinquent foreclosures
heat central air Ap
CALL l805t682-1555 EXT 14pliances, floored upstairs
2325 for repo let your area
Good location Coleman
RE 7539898
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
380
subdivision 4br 2 bath
Pits
covered deck 354 6006
& SuppNes
480
AKC 'puppies various
Auto
breeds Stith tzu Lasha s
Services
Poodles, many more

apartment
ierator turn
148 after
gar age
airs 1602
025
Car

2br apart
iowntown

Northwood
4406

Northwood'
4406

astwood Dr
entral HA,
lookup Re
ird mowing
759 4979
appliances
0087 after

n living and
;entral
Igerator No

615 746 5355

2br duplex
appliances
clean Col
9898

HAVE an obedient well
mannered, safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ors serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

2br apart
)or/ central

REMODELED 8 new
hours Peg s Dog Groom
tog 7532915

ri small 2br
with ap
to post of
loge Avail
rly $190 per
41

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset lioulcvard
%tette Murray's Alpine ('sr
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from VISI
dorms
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753 6374
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753 5500

490

Jplex Ap
qy efficient
iied 1821
753 7457

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222
toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

1 and 2br
all Embassy
53 3530

artment in
al area near
appliances
753 8096 or

SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753 3263
460

Jdential a
les to Sell
ith - top
And then
the rest

2BR 1 bath new central
heat(gas) and cooling sys
tom Full open basement
Near shopping Mid $30 s
759 1881
evenings
753 3509 Bob Perrin RE
3 BEDROOM 24 bath tri
level, den new carpet gar
age prrvacy fence Owner
wants offers Coleman RE
753 9898
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet, paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sort 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,5)0 759 1233

LIZE
INCE

;5 al id
to dis
L Medi
avs the
Well as
B Condit is
L!dieare
io pay

BY OWNER 3 bedroom 2
bath brick house on 5
acres Outside shop and
storage building Located 3
miles on blacktop road oft
121 South Priced in the
80 s Shown by appoint
men! only For more infor
matron call 753-1746

out of
rate is

1978 FORD LTD 4 door
Loki AC good tires runs
and drives good Nice inter
lor $850 498 8993
1979 FORD LTD new tires
new muffler system. p/w,
air, local car $800
753 2486 after 5pm
1980 CHEVROLET Ca
price Yellow, clean, well
maintained, all power
$2000 firm 759 1337
1981 HONDA Accord 3
door Need to sell Call
489 2266 or 345 2275

Homes
For SaIll

...Ns IC So.
•No f6
,
6c
r
Moor 6
o r '666

Used
Cars

1984 CHEVROLET Impala
4 door V8 $1550
753 6215
1985 PONTIAC 6000
48,000 miles loaded one
owner $3700 753 9538
1985 TOYOTA Celica GT
one owner 701< miles
759 1401
loaded
759 1515
1986 MAZDA 323 Good
$3300
condition
4119 2741
1986 TOYOTA van excel
lent family car $5000
753 9295 after 5pm
1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale Broughm Excel
lent condition loaded with
equipment 85,000 plus
miles $6750 Call after
3pm 753 5211
1988 PONTIAC 6000 red 4
door pla/ps, air, AM FM
stereo 753 5216

ft
NiLlUZA1
LULL/WU
LUL
JLNUAt

uilding

Remember your valentine
with fresh cut flower
arrangements or red roses
at reasonable prices,
Russel Stover chocolates,
stuffed 'animals and balloon
bouquets.
Call ahead to have your
order ready for cash and
carry.
Free delivery in hospital
and Medical Arts Building.

IT

Jlture or

essional
,rience
kground

:entucky
Jucation

Hours:
MUIUMI
uN,110µAy
Mon -Fri. 9 a.m. - 4:30 p m
6 p.m. - 830 p.m. COUNTY
Sat. & Sun 12 noon - 5 pm.

iusprrAL

bruary 7
ent Ser
Aaylield
00 a m

762-1275

803 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071

LOVER

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MI.ERAY
CARS
10 Toyota Tercel..............1,487
10 Toyota Caolla_.........1387
10 Toyota
19 Port. and Pt' LE _1,987
19 Honda Prelude Si
19 Toy0
19 Toyota Celia 7 '11.487
.....
19
1,g7
NT)Corsca
Buck Pali
11 Toyota Cressida 13487
81 Chevy
18 Toyota Carl...............1,987
18 Pont. Sant.LE C987
87 Chevy
17 Toyota
16 Ch,ith
16 Chevy Celebrity...........'4.487
16 Honda Accord DX....... /9I7
16 Pont. nbid 7 '5,987
16 Toy. Corolla
'3,917
15 Peugeot 505
15 Cis Ctra Brghrn 1187
487
14 &xi Cent USA
14 Ots Delta
11 Toyota G104, 23.481
11 Toyota
78 Datsun 2801.............,.1.787
77 Datsun 2811........ '2,481
1',17
77 Ford LTD
71Dod;e Ort.
TRUCKS
19 Toyota Rab 44 '10,487
787
11 Fat Ranger
19 Cheri
19 Toyota
11 Chevy Fleetide.........1,987
18 Toyota 4 %finer_. '11,487
11 Plrr,cvth Voyager.210,487
17 Mazda
17 Toyota 1 Ton
1,987
16 5112U Pup
16 Ford F150 XLI 414 1,487
10 Toyota Pickup ............4$7
10 Ford Custom 414 '1,987
79 Ford
79 Je
Autrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr,
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
751.4531

1976 FORD econoline 250
van rebuilt motor $400
209 Pine St 753 5320 after
4pm
1978 CHEVROLET van
camper special V 8 auto
mabc with A/C Body has
rust $650 Days only
7am 4prn 753 8533

the

ncy

Services
Offered

1973 INTERNATIONAL
Scout 4WD 6 cylinder
auto, lock out hubs, runs
starts good body rough,
dana 44 axles $250 as is or
parts 492 8698 after 6pm
1978 SILVERADO 72,300
miles Must see to appreci
ate $4000 753 3230 after
5Orn
1984 NISSAN pickup AM/
FM. A/C excellent condi
lion
High mileage
753-6125
1985 CHEVROLET Silver
ado pickup 753 9840
520
Boats
& Motors
1988 MONTEREY run
about loaded 753-3682,
759 4884
EBBTIDE 15ft runabout
with 100hp Evinrude and
trailer $1500 436 2528

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
Nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

+It

N

SURE WAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal insuttai wt1Tt fOX
line of equipment including
60f1 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
peuuve cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or rite 753 5484

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing Owe wok
436 2642

APPLIANCE 'REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 malor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753 2455

GUTTERING By Soars
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed kir your specific-a
bons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence Bobby Hopper.
436 5848

POiS0/1

ill.k.

s

g(

Control

LINDA'S Cleaning S‘ii,4"
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270

see

Ciu r

ShowrOo rn

4,0a.e.

v

Electric Service

,. .

Phone
15021759 1h3.5

Stir-ray, KY 42071

; :6

-Custom Horn e P .J'
•New Horri (,,,, ,

K.,47111

( ommerrial
and
Itrindential

it, )4,[1)). 1075
.:r' "
- ,

c ,e & Rescue Squad

753-6952

(502) 759-1487
DIA 1 . ( ONS'i R t ("I ION

Murray-Calloway County Hosp la!

Jib I ol, %mall

762-1100

•

$

.41r, 5272

489-2- k9

ALPHA BUILDERS

N

CUNNINGHAM S Hi-ating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

by
•rop
[)

-lames(.. Gallimore

( ;di i An)ti pi,
759-4685
Ho

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

>4C

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

qr.e
Ree,er

Woodworking

•

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

/We

KITCHEN CA;.,
MODE LiNc,
.r
.
grain formica
cue.irs
Free estimates WI."
covery Murray 434
•
A LICENSE'
coet-ai • ,
LIMC:
mercia.,,...le- lei
coi-rteo „, eat r'",

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gey
real home improvements
Duality work tor less Coo
toner satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

All Types Of:
Custom

753- 7588

V Fly
INSULATiON
Sears TVA approved
Save or those high reating
Ca Ii Sears
arid cooltrig
75.3 2315 for tres ie,firrate

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including refrigera
bon and AC 753 0318

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

KI T C HEN CAINNE T S
GUST OM WOODWORKING

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

-,
pi,
:
HA.,
removal mowing Froc7 0-7.5
tice,::itw, 759 1661

(HIM ('him Chimiicy
Sweeps has 10'4 senior c.u,
ern discounts We '.r'Ii ch:f1I
ney caps arid •,c teens
435. 419.1

VCR RFPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairr,
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Alm° Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

cusro

mai-II-service

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodei:eg pair
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No job too
4, I '
smal.

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
eling framing decks pa
bos solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

PLUMtT
i repairman with
service Call
same
436 5255

•

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Waiters roofing
painting vinyl sicdrig all
kinds of remodeiing Phone
489 2267

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

MAGS Errand Service or
furs housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs, etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

MR Chimney. Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call ',ears 753 2310
for frt.-0 t-,,t1tnaltt for your
need!,

ANY remodeling building
panting 8 roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

489-2303

4

call: 753-1)16
N1onda-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 5aturda‘

474 2.3C:
ROGEH

eye,
dirt Or .n

8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To placc your ad

,
77
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eur,r,g
co,Jvry 4 •
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E
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;Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Life..
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
✓
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
✓
✓
V
V
V
V

With their

a special message in the paper on Valentine's Day!

piCtil re and
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•
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t,;:nt
ri ,2: \inia
p.
5.
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v**.••• w.vqtyvvvvvvirlyvirlritimitA,
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04tc)*

osito+
John Hugs and Kisses
to You!
Love,
Susan

Mary Ann,
Love Ya'
Terry
flyfrirvitvw vvvvirygrvi3OiiriWt

VIWygrvIrif**.tirificirirygtkIPOrli*It

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor the return of the
original photo.
Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.

the

i

•

urray Ledger & Iimes;

HOUSEBOAT good oandi
Don 32ftx1Oft 100hp Evin
rude complete kitchen
toilet and shower, sleeps 4
$3800 436 5811
FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724

NCE D tor eiectric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon arid ripair Frif; esti
mates 15"., 1e03

V

Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

V

•
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OBITUARIES
James R.
(Doc) Reid

•,.:.v!vors are h!s wife. Mrs
Downey Reid. to whom he
•narried on July 17. !941. two
Mrs. Pat Vick and h.us
.
Fred. and Mrs Kas
Pete. RI
M7. F.,•abeth B-yar't.
lelin iwo grandchildren
and 1 Ca7ris:
172.
••A
das a:
,•'

H '7"(

.F

kcs
\

.1

A

Services for Rufus Quiller
Knight are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of 1 H. Churchill Funeral
Home The Rey Tom Cary is officiating !/
1
41u51 is hy Choir of Good

Trustees of First United Method
ist Church will meet at 12 noon at
Pagliai's.

Shepherd rniied Methodist
Charuh
A:tisc pallbearers are William
Kunst. Perry Hendon. Ronald
Kunst, Frank .A Katrin. Arthur F.
Kunst Jr and Donald R Kunst.
Honoray palltwarers are Henry
Buchanan. I'd Chrisman. Dr. John

Stock Market
Report
Prtc0S

R Quertermous, Harold Speight,
and members of Methodist Men of
Good Shepherd church
fow in Murray
Krial
City Cemetery
k•-.41:1
kt 4, Murray.
Sa•-'..1.
:
a
a
Hospitai
(
He was a :7,077,hir of Good Shei
Mcd.st Chur,h.
S.,:.,1ay
i•
Cass.
si Met: 4•.,: ot
r.,:ed

'd.7s'7;sT.

H:
.77.4V ( hr .1,4r, Crosses
:• c -•
H
•••.'
Dorthca
Parks
:LK)2.. Born
s os

1

„

•

AuS

•

,-: a'

Janc
F.

Rufus Quilkr Knight
Emma Douglass Knight. to whom

he was married on March 12, 1965:
one daughter, Mrs Sylbia S. Kunst

and husband. Arthur F.. DuBoys.
Pa four grandchildren. Mrs. Sylbia K Katrin and husband. Frank A..
and Ms Sharon A. Trude, NILSnUrgh. Pa , Arthur F. Kunst Jr. and
wife. Cynthia. Stafford, Va.. and
Do7.a:d R Kunst and wife. Terry.
four great1 ykens, Pa
grandchildren, Will Trude, Ryan Q.
ITude Michael A. Kunst and Sean
1 Kunst

K•

Mrs. Nora B.
Johnson

S1,•

kickman. Fulton. her mother. Mrs.
Eva Bruce Colt, Martin, Tenn., one
sister. Mrs. Treva Dublin, Arizona
one brother. Codie L. Cole, Tr-C:ts
The funeral will be Wednesday.
a: 2 p.m in the chapel of Hombeak
F uneral Home, Fulton. Jim BelAm!, will officiate.
Burial will follow in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
from ( to 9 p.m. Tuesday.

.iryivors are her hushand. J P
'.son, two daughters. Mrs Mar-Y
Ross. /Limboldt. and
••ne BurTess. Murray•
Mrs Hattie I.ou

and Mrs Mary 1)...
%1.147. 1e" . .re4: hrothcs
A I.. Todd Houston, Tex
a:.-d James 1 odd and Jessie
111:7boidt, four grand,-.

Frank Kane
graveside rites for f-rar-,s
were Sunda) at ,v1„;7rav
cry Roger Met,or.0,,!,
.:.ock-C'oternar, Funera,
•
of c..carran t:,
*or Kane.
-

•

as of

Ned Saxon
Ls.; Saxon
a: 2
'slay'ic.51 1)r
Byrn Fia•-iu•a
keY k4.r( 7147 p
K.-k
ior and the kes ( arc. P-ukett
of f.c.ated
Nut:Ye •r-ai."icarcrs yy,:re,(
Gier. Bra.c Gars s(
Sat
1 1•ar,i,.!
1 's.c f: 4rd
1)s:

for

[ HOG MARKET
F edera3 Mate Markel Sem See Ace Vibetary II, 14011
kencutly Purchase Area Itos Market Report Includes
Receipt': Astirn,14,sis ewe., GA1
So lover, Seem wily dead", bigamies _541 Yew
_SPO.54.511.411
I I 1.2 2311454 be
$44.34-41.411
S Ii 2111234 Roo
-$4414-14.5.
S 2.3 235-2+1 be
$411141.541.R0
IS 3-4 244'S Roo
Seen
IN 34 OR
1.2 no.3.5e Li
S 1 3 MAN be
I s I 3 41111.521 bo
VW WWII
$4.35-42-51
IS 1-3 525 and up
$34.41•37 N
15 2.3 3411.91111 bs
Soarl 535 1141-3I911
Lying %/Moore

ar

4:7
*, art:71 Act.' Jame.
;-

( ir:r, Pas
%lass
A c‘ander. John
,
u • (ieric

Inlo•mation

Call me about...
*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance

Available

C-7

C)

r_
;(

41 4

Main St.
Murray, Ky
i i66

--9

j

11
,
3 !IILLIARD

investment
is you.

and
nd s I p C

, Amen< an

I.s$5.n,

Sans

...1111111111111

• Alk

7 DAYS ONLY

Churun Memorial Fund, Mayfield.
or 1.9
Hospice program,
Padaca..

Treated Cross Ties

Charles Jenkins

\...-,---\),LYONS
\0\ 7est

SPECIAL
0 Chicken
Sandwich

•""
Special Good

- •.

pounds for
Mayfield.
bought for
Association
pounds for

••••

Murray

Mon.-Wed. Specials

Whitefish Fillet
Chopped Steak
Grilled Chicken

29

Plus...A 2'/2 oz.
Bag of Chips
and 16 oz. Fountain Drink

C
rBefore the Need Arises. .

Seven Seas
11..iy. 641 N

l•

Super Mom's Deli

Feb 9-15
•

Videos & Money
Orders Available

S54.76- 62 In Murray.
pounds were bough:
•
Si.602,894 52. after Association

-COUPON

Lindy T. Sutter

211 S. 12th St.

753-3415

L-pon Request

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
KM( STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Res-ales amoarited ••
tor S68,584 22
Sales ending Feb
for da‘,,
-ircd iohacco in MurraC and May
!ieid totaled 1.599.278 fn .070.500. after Associat ( advances of 34.146 pound, • •

advances of 15,582
S25,64 1 62. and in
78.5.582 pnaids were
Si 467.605 48. after
advance,. r‘f :8 564
S29,124

A one-car accident near Cadiz
Sunday morning sent two women
to the hospital, according to a
report from the Kentucky. State
Police.
Stephanie Cook, 18, of Donaldson Creek, was transported by a
passer-by to the Trigg County Hospital after she was ejected from her
vehicle after it left the Will Jackson Road about 1.7 -des north of
Cadiz around 12:05 a.m., police.
Police said Cook was apparently
driving too fast for road conditions
at the time. The car left the road.
flipped over and ejected Cook who
was not wearing a seatbelt, police
said.
Also suffering minor injuries
was a passenger, Candace Malinowski, 17. of Cadiz, police said.

I

Masonic Lodge No. 448.
S rvivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Saxon. three- daughters.
Sha ri lotte
•Mrs. Nedra
•s.,1
and Mr3. Patricia Morris,
Mayfield. two sisters, Mrs. Faye
Prorsburg. and Mrs. Fern
Combs. Evansville, Ind.. three
brothers, David Saxon. Wingo, Billy Saxon. Cuba. and Glenn Saxon.
Pryorsl%rg. five grandchildren:
several nieces and nephews; severhrothers-in-law including Joe
.art. Mayfield.
Inc family requests that expressins of sympathy take the form of
donations to First United Methodist

435-4343 Bob Kemp
of
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

were sold

Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools are scheduled to have a
skating party at 6 p.m. at Circus
Skating of Murray.

1

..c*-•
7r14)

died Friday at 9 50 p m at his
AisuL.:.
Tt ra
etired pipe fitter, he was a
member of First United Methodist
h
Wield, and Of Landum

Tobacco sales
reports given

'

Two women hurt
in one-vehicle
wreck Sunday

BYW of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at home

1
Induslrial Aserage..............31,19
Presious Close
,..
2830.69
Air Products.....
69.II,
( A.T.C•Clats A
...398 39'/A
? AT&T
33)
/. • ii•
/ Bank of Murray...................150B
, Bell south .. ................53% • 'Is
Briggs & Strallon....... 30V. + 'I.
Chrysler
Ils/a • 1/1
CSX Corp
37 • I/.
Dean Foods._ ................. 43 vise.
Dollar (en. Store...........81/411 9A
Exxon
5314 + '4
Ford
31'4 + It•
General Motors ................37 • )/s
'Goodrich
10 unc.
(Goodyear ..
191/4 • 3/1
I.8. M.......................... _130% • 1
Ingersoll Rand ............46/
1
4 • Ps
K VI art ..................... 34/
1
2• 7/1
Ky. Crilitlei
211/z • i/s
Kroger ................
.....20 + sis
L & G Energies
1
4 • 3/1
39/
v McDonaIds ......................2974 •
JCPenney
531/4 • 1 i
I Quaker Oats
531/4 unc.
'
k Sears
.30.1/4
Snap-On "Tools.............,32112 + it.
Texaco
60% • 11/4
"Time-Warner
981/3 • 1/2
I. LST .........
401/1 • 3/4
Wal-Mart................. 36/
1
2 + 3/4 ,
k%oolworth..............
323/4 • 1/1 '
(C.F.I.% Yield
6.88

•/.

• •••:27:
ard 1 -

Tuesday, Feb. 12
of Cindy Vance, 1001 Johnny
Robertson Rd.

J54
ve

Dennis Daniel

•
Cur _
sor. • Y..."a. i• '

Tuesday, Feb. 12
Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet as follows: Waters/Doran at church at
9:30 a m Tucker/Frost withy Lula
Bingham at 9:30 am.

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at 2 p m.
at Fern Terrace Lodge.

10:00 AM

r.

Mrs. Rue Rickman

•7 a. B
ntes for Mrs
• were Saturday at 2 7- •hapei of Hum Funera, H ,r,s•
'voidt. Tenn Buria:
. Hill Cemeter, there
54.
Johnson. 85.
Friday morni7g a:
C:•cral Hospital

•

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning at 9 am. and Worship
Work Area at 7 p m.

Rufus Quiller Knight

Janes R (Doc) Reid, 75. Rt 1,
lIckter, died Sunday at 7:12 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
repred farmer, he was of Bapveteran uf
1•'. faith and an An
Norld War 11.
-Porn March 6. 1915, in Stewart
Tenn., he was the son of
late Jim Reid and Lettie Pep •s Reid
He also was preceded in death
..„‘ne sister, Mrs. Olene Ross, and
brothers. ROsk0C Reid and Bill

••••

Tuesday. Feb. 12

$3.79
$3.79
$3.79

vv,th claw roNs r hushy,pes
cro•ce of potato
dIkan.amaanammkamal

Credit Cards May Be Used
For All Purchases
Excluding Lottery and
Money Orders

"
111111=1111MI

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought' Funeral Planning

IMP
SUPERAMERICA a

c
i

SuperAmenca Group. Inc

( OMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

801 Coldwater Rd., Murray

Blalock-Coleman
\

St.

4

(zt)

(
W

tty

Alh•

Efficient, Dedicated Service • Modern
Fourth

WIN111111
'231 567 1190 ,0`23

Subsidiary of Ashland Oil. Inc.

Funeral Home, Inc.

South

WE ACCEr
THESE
CREDIT CAAOS

753-680y
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